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NOTE 
The views expressed in this report are those of the participants in the Interregional Meeting on 
the Implementation of the Strategy on Health Care Financing for Countries of the Western 
Pacific and South-East Asia Regions. 

This report has been prepared by the World Health Organization Regional Office for the Western 
Pacific for governments of Members States in the Region and for those who participated in the 
Interregional Meeting on the Implementation of the Strategy on Health Care Financing for 
Countries of the Western Pacific and South-East Asia Regions, which was held in Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia, from 28 to 31 August 2006. 



SUMMARY 

The WHO Interregional Meeting on the Implementation ofthe Strategy on Health Care 
Financing for Countries of the Western Pacific and South-East Asia Regions was held in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, from 28 to 31 August 2006. The meeting was attended by 39 national 
experts from 
17 countries across WHO regions, together with WHO health financing experts from WHO 
Headquarters and the WHO Regional Offices for the Eastern Mediterranean, Europe, South-East 
Asia and the Western Pacific. Observers from the Ministry of Health of Mongolia and experts 
from international agencies, such as the Asian Development Bank (ADB), Health Care for the 
Poor (HEMA), Japan International Cooperation of Welfare Services (JICWELS), the German 
Development Agency (GTZ), the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) Regional Centre in Korea and the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for 
Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) actively participated and contributed to the discussions and 
outcome of the meeting. 

The meeting successfully met the following objectives: 

(1) to discuss WHO health care financing policy and strategies from global, regional 
and national perspectives; 

(2) to share country-specific health care fmancing reforms, challenges and 
experiences; and 

(3) to discuss the strategic action framework to improve overall health care 
financing arrangements in various socioeconomic settings. 

The meeting consisted of presentations on health care financing from the perspective of 
WHO staff from Headquarters and the regional offices; presentations on health care reforms by 
country participants, and presentations on social health insurance and national health accounts by 
partner agencies. The meeting discussed WHO health care fmancing policy and strategies from 
global, regional and national perspectives. The participants shared country-specific health care 
financing reforms, challenges and experiences. Three working group sessions were organized to 
discuss and identifY the strategic action framework to improve overall health care fmancing 
arrangements in various socioeconomic settings. A specific action framework was proposed, 
relative to ensuring adequate and sustainable health care financing, reducing out-of-pocket health 
expenditure and removing financial barriers to seeking care, and improving the efficiency and 
effectiveness of health care financing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Interregional Meeting on the Implementation of the Strategy on Health Care 
Financing for Countries of the Western Pacific and South-East Asia Regions was held in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, from 28 to 31 August 2006 for countries that are undertaking 
fundamental health care fmancing reforms, including social health insurance. 

Objectives: 

(1) to discuss WHO health care financing policy and strategies from global, regional 
and national perspectives; 

(2) to share country-specific health care financing reforms, challenges and 
experiences; and 

(3) to discuss the strategic action framework to improve overall health care 
financing arrangements in various socioeconomic settings. 

The meeting was attended by 39 national experts from 17 countries across WHO regions, 
together with WHO health financing experts from WHO Headquarters and the WHO Regional 
Offices for the Eastern Mediterranean, Europe, South-East Asia and the Western Pacific. 
Observers from the Ministry of Health of Mongolia and experts from international agencies, such 
as the Asian Development Bank (ADB), Health Care for the Poor (HEMA), Japan International 
Cooperation of Welfare Services (JICWELS), the German Development Agency (GTZ), the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Regional Centre in Korea 
and the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) 
actively participated and contributed to the discussions and outcome of the meeting. 

Dr Chua Hong Teck from Malaysia was appointed as Chairperson for the meeting and Dr 
Shirley Doming from the Philippines as Rapporteur. 

2. PROCEEDINGS 

2.1 Global perspectives 

Health care financing and universal coverage from a global perspective (Dr David Evans) 

Resources available to improve health are still inadequate in many countries and many 
low- and middle-income countries rely heavily on out-of-pocket payments to fmance health care. 
High out-of-pocket payments result in financial barriers to access and continuation of treatment 
for the poor, and catastrophic expenditure and impoverishment for those who use health care. 
According to WHO principles following the World Health Assembly Resolution of May 2005, 
all people should have access to essential interventions when needed, without the risk of 
financial catastrophe and impoverishment - universal coverage. There are three strategies and 
policy tools for universal coverage: increasing available resources (revenue collection), reducing 
out-of-pocket payments and increasing prepayment (risk pooling), and improving the efficiency 
and equity of expenditures (purchasing/provision). 

Transition towards universal coverage can take considerable time, although the final push 
can be relatively rapid, as in Thailand and Mexico. It is important to raise additional funds for 
health and raise them in a way that allows access without fmancial catastrophe, in other words, 
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reduce out-of-pocket payments and increase prepayment. The role of government is crucial in 
financing and stewarding of health care systems. The move towards universal coverage will be 
country-specific because it depends on the history, institutions and traditions of the country. 
Health care fmancing towards universal coverage needs to solve issues such as what is the best 
way to raise additional resources for health, what types of prepayment mechanisms are likely to 
work best, and how to encourage greater efficiency and equity in the use of available and new 
resources 

2.2 Regional perspectives 

2.2.1 Eastern Mediterranean Region (Dr Hossein Salehi) 

Dr Salehi presented the issues and challenges in the development of health care financing, 
such as the fmancial stability of existing schemes, extension of social health insurance (SHI) to 
the informal sector, poorly developed provider-payment mechanisms, fragmented schemes, the 
problem of capacity to provide teclmical support, the inability of the health information system to 
support the management of schemes, the lack of an effective referral system, the view of SHl 
primarily as a resource-mobilization method, and the limited options for poor countries. The 
Regional Strategy includes development of community-based health insurance (CBHI) in low
and some middle-income countries, the development of SHl in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
countries for expatriates, teclmical support for the development of analytical tools, evidence and 
international experiences, capacity-building at national and regional levels, and support for 
health systems reform. 

2.2.2 European Region (Mr Joseph Kutzin) 

Dr Kutzin presented the key principles for an effective health care fmancing system. 
Policy objectives should be distinguished from policy instruments, with the objective of all 
financing systems being to insure the entire population in the most efficient and equitable 
manner. The fiscal context should be understood: what determines the level of public spending 
on health and the implications for the capacity of a country to attain its objectives. Focus should 
shift from sustainability of the system per se to sustaining attainment of policy objectives, and 
evidence-based advocacy is needed because the level of public spending on health is associated 
with government resource allocation criteria. Fragmentation and misalignment are critical 
challenges. Fragmentation in many forms, such as decentralization or segmentation, is a threat to 
efficiency as well as equity and risk protection, and limits the scope for cross subsidy. Financing 
and delivery instruments must be aligned with objectives and each other. Policy-makers should 
facilitate informed public policy dialogue and institutionalize the reform evaluation process. 

2.2.3 South-East Asian Region (Dr Sultana Khanum) 

Dr Khanum presented an overview and an illustrative example of health care financing in 
the South-East Asian Region and drew key policy implications for broader discussion. The 
health care financing mechanism must secure adequate and sustainable resources to address the 
health needs of the country, and this must be done in a way that improves equity. While 
mobilizing additional resources is clearly important for the Region, effective use and 
management of all available resources should not be overlooked. Financial planning should take 
into account additional factors, such as the changing epidemiological profile, particularly the 
spread of HN and AIDS in the Region. Other policy decisions related to health systems, 
particularly decentralization and public-private partnerships, also have direct bearing on 
financing mechanisms and their management. The three areas that need strategic action are key 
principles for sustainable financing; effective ways of increasing public expenditure on health; 
and institutionalization of financial management 
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2.2.4 Western Pacific Region (Dr D. Bayarsaikhan) 

Dr Bayarsaikhan presented the main issues in the Western Pacific Region, namely the 
relatively low level of health spending, the declining share of public fmancing, low 
efficiency/effectiveness in resources, the extensive growth of private payments, the limited 
fmancial protection, and the low coverage by social safety mechanisms. The result of these 
issues are a lack of funds for health programmes, poor quality care and health infrastructure, low 
compensation for health workers and low health worker moral and ethics, increasing poverty and 
a widening equity gap, and a high social burden and slow economic growth have been observed. 
Poor health fmancing is caused by a low level of awareness about health care fmancing; a lack of 
political commitment; weak capacity in public finance; limited evidence, data and information,; 
poor intersectoral coordination and consensus; and an absence of clear policy and strategies. 
There is no single model or answer for all situations. The Strategy on Health Care Financing can 
provide operational and practical guidance to Member States in addressing challenges and 
making progress in health care financing. 

2.3 Country presentations 

2.3.1 Cambodia 

The development of health equity funds (REF) increased utilization of services for the 
poor without decreasing utilization by fee-paying patients. Utilization increased sharply and then 
stabilized. The coverage level of REFs meets the needs of poor households. Currently, the 
Ministry of Health is putting a lot of effort into the coordination and national monitoring and 
evaluation of health equity funds, including government funding. REFs should also be 
coordinated with community-based health insurance in benefit packages, quality assurance and 
purchasing. 

2.3.2 China 

The New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme (RCMS) operates at the county level to 
ensure stronger capacity or risk pooling and supervision, and is contributed to by farmers, central 
government and local government. Based on voluntary participation, with the household as a 
unit, it reimburses large expenses to alleviate disease-related poverty. The local government has 
the autonomy to design, implement and supervise the RCMS. Supporting policies requires 
improvement of the rural health care network for service provision and strengthening of 
pharmaceutical supply and governance. 

2.3.3 Federated States of Micronesia 

Health care financing has decentralized funding to the states through government 
hospitals, where nominal user fees are charged. The country has one national health insurance 
programme, MiCare, and two state-specific health insurance plans. Issues and challenges 
include extension of benefits to non-members, the increasing costs of off-island care, a mandate 
to cover pre-existing conditions, state divergence in the light of the small-pool principle, and 
general apathy towards the concept of welIness. 

2.3.4 Fiji 

Fiji has strong political commitment to health. More than 9% of the national budget in 
2006 was allocated to health. External funding complements the budget allocated for both 
clinical and preventive health service. Improving and harmonizing external funding requires a 
review of current clinical services, the introduction of new services, and a partnership with the 
private sector. Corporate health care fmancing strategies can improve efficiencies in fmancial 
management and integrate patient activity with financial data. 
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2.3.5 Indonesia 

A new National Social Security Law, passed in October 2004, aims to synchronize 
mUltiple health insurance schemes to achieve universal coverage. Current SRl implementation 
needs improvement in terms of benefits/premiums synchronization, local government initiatives 
for the poor, managerial issues, and contracting and payment to providers. The strong political 
will to insure the poor provides the impetus for SRl implementation and increases the 
government contribution in health financing. 

2.3.6 Kyrgystan 

Comprehensive health financing reform in Kyrgystan has reduced informal payments in 
the health care system. The State Guaranteed Benefit Package is funded by both public fmancing 
(general budget and payroll tax) and private sources (co-payment). The single payer purchases 
from budgetary and insurance funds using a unified information system, while the single health 
financing system for the entire population, regardless of their insurance status, improves equity 
and reduces administrative costs. 

2.3.7 Lao People's Democratic Republic 

Community-based health insurance (CBRl), a system of prepayment to access outpatient 
and inpatient care, uses capitation payments and contracts public health facilities. The CBRl has 
faced challenges in terms of people's understanding of the system, the quality of care, provider 
behaviour, local ownership, and contribution col\ection. CBRl needs to maintain uniformity 
across schemes and similarity with social security organization to allow a merger in the future. 

2.3.8 Malaysia 

Public financing in the provision of health care in Malaysia takes several forms, such as 
tax incentives and deductions for medical expenses; government provision and delivery of health 
care through the public health care system; social assistance programmes (e.g. Ministry of 
Health health fund); and training of health care personnel (e.g. doctors and other health care 
workers through the public education system and various government training schemes); and 
budget allocation for the health infrastructure. User fees are exempted for the disadvantaged 
(pensioners, the elderly, the poor and the disabled); free treatment of notifiable diseases is 
available in government hospitals. 

2.3.9 Maldives 

Health care fmancing depends on three sources: government budget, out-of-pocket 
payments (dominant), and welfare payments and employment benefits. Health care reform is 
going in the right direction, but public awareness is low. To ensure universal coverage, health 
care reform needs a solid legal framework for implementation and support for reforms in social 
security and the provident fund. A proper macroeconomic framework is also needed. 

2.3.10 Moldova 

The Law on compUlsory health insurance was adopted in 1998 and implemented in 2004 
and contributes to increased accessibility to health care and protection against health risks. 
Strong political support and a high level of consensus made the reform possible. The amount 
and responsibility of contributors are legally established and the revenues of the NHIC fund 
come from three main sources: payroll tax, state budget, and premiums paid by the self-insured. 
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2.3.11 Mongolia 

Multisectoral consensus is important for health care financing reforms. To institutionalize 
the consensus for sustaining health care reforms, a relevant evidence base for policy-making 
should be established to improve the coordination of various studies and projects supported by 
external donors, and to create institutional and human resource capacity for broad and effective 
use of information and evidence for health care financing policy implementation, within the 
context of a sectorwide approach. 

2.3.12 Philippines 

The Philippine Health Insurance Corporation (PhiIHealth) adopts a strategy of reaching 
the informal sector through organized groups such as micro finance groups, cooperatives, 
nongovernmental organizations and people's organizations, and community-based health care 
organizations. For partnerships, the insurer evaluates the organizational stability and financial 
performance of organized groups. Workers in the informal economy can benefit from payment 
flexibility and discounted premiums, and partner organizations can benefit from additional 
membership. PhilHealth could benefit from greater administrative efficiency and a lower risk of 
adverse selection. 

2.3.13 Samoa 

The Government continues to be the main funder of the health system, mainly through 
general taxes, but is slowly increasing user fees and is considering community or social health 
insurance in the longer term. There is a need to improve the utilization of health resources and to 
reallocate funding between different levels of care. At the same time, the Government 
encourages the utilization of private health insurance and emphasizes individual and community 
responsibility for health and health promotion. 

2.3.14 Tonga 

The national health account (NHA) is useful for health care financing reform (e.g. user 
fees, financing sources, sustainability) and resource allocation (preventive vs curative, urban vs 
rural, across sex, age, disease). Institutionalization of the NHA requires improvement in 
awareness and coordination, establishment of an NHA unit, and training and development. 
Technical and financial support from donors and collaboration with international organizations 
can help overcome those challenges. 

2.3.15 Thailand 

Thailand achieved universal coverage thanks to strong political support, sufficient health 
system capacity (e.g. development of health care infrastructure in rural areas) and its resilience to 
a rapid nationwide programme scale-up in six months, experience of existing health insurance 
management (for the formal sector and the poor), domestic technical capacity to produce 
evidence and link evidence to policy decisions, and pragmatism (tax-based financing instead of a 
contributory scheme for the informal sector due to difficulties in contribution collection and 
enforcement). 

2.3.16 Viet Nam 

Viet Nam has a single national fund covering 28% of the population. Vietnam Social 
Security (VSS) is responsible for implementation (contribution collection, claim review, provider 
payment) and the Ministry of Health for the design of policy and benefits. For universal 
coverage, Viet Nam needs to strengthen the financial viability of the health insurance fund, 
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invest in physician infrastructure and human resources, develop health insurance law and a 
master plan, and design effective payment mechanisms for providers. 

2.4 Synthesis of presentations 

Following the framework for improving health care fmancing arrangements, the key issues 
of health care financing in various countries were summarized. To ensure adequate and 
sustainable health care financing, the amount and mix of financial resources, the degree of 
centralization in insurance funds or government units, and the organizationaVgovernance 
structure for the administration of funds should be considered. To reduce out-of-pocket health 
expenditure and remove fmancial barriers, different ways to cover the informal sector (SHI or 
tax), different approaches to benefit design, and the efficiency and equity implications of 
different methods of financing need to be taken into account. Contracting and payment to health 
care providers, along with privatization and claim review, affect the quality of care and the 
sustainability of health care financing. Finally, to reform the health care financing system, it is 
necessary to pay attention to the politics of health care financing. Political will and commitment 
is crucial for policy change, as vested interest groups are quite influential and what is needed is 
healthy governance for health care financing reform. 

2.5 International organizations 

2.5.1 Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) 

The social health insurance partnership between the International Labour Organization 
(lLO), GTZ and WHO is implemented in several ways: support for countries according to their 
needs and demands, development of conceptual work on policies and tools, technical cooperation 
at the country level, policy dialogue at the international level, and capacity building through 
seminars, workshops and international conferences. 

2.5.2 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 

Dr S. Bae introduced the OECD Regional Centre in Seoul, which aims to promote deeper 
policy dialogue between the OECD and the Asian community by providing capacity-building 
assistance and sharing information. The OECD Regional Centre is currently working on national 
health accounts (NHA) for an in-depth analysis of health expenditures for better evaluation and 
development of overall health policy. 

2.5.2 United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 
(UNESCAP) 

Dr Daewon Choi explained that, in addition to the role of health sector development 
(HSD) for social equity, it is necessary to pay attention to the nexus between health systems 
development and economic growth, the trend and prospects of the health sector industry and 
market, and the policy and regulatory framework for health systems development. There are 
several options for health infrastructure financing in Asia and the Pacific, and a roadmap is 
needed for regional and international cooperation. 

2.6 Working group sessions 

Three working group sessions were held to discuss the following issues: 

• ensuring adequate and sustainable health care financing; 
• reducing out-of-pocket health expenditure and removing financial barriers to 

seeking care; and 
• improving the efficiency and effectiveness of health care financing. 
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Working group I: Ensuring adequate and sustainable health care financing 

Various alternatives to mobilize financial resources for health care from traditional and 
non-traditional sources were deliberated, covering the full range of methods emphasizing a shift 
from self-reliance to greater risk-pooling. These straddled private sources such as out-of-pocket 
expenditure; user fees and private insurance versus public sources, such as taxation; budget 
allocation; and social health insurance. In some countries, newer sources of mixed financing, 
such as micro insurance schemes, trust funds and medical savings, have been introduced. In many 
developing countries, however, there is continuing dependence on external sources of funding, 
which could be channeled into public spending for health services. 

Many examples of ways to create sustainable fiscal space for health in national budgets, 
including new innovations in health care financing, were proposed, such as the use of earmarked 
funds to protect essential health services, "sin" taxes from unhealthy consumption (cigarettes, 
alcohol, harmful foods, etc), and revenue from regulatory activities (licenses, fines, etc). Newer 
approaches in public financing and public-private partnerships were also proposed, ranging from 
cost-recovery schemes for public health services to differential pricing, targeted subsidies and 
different forms of corporate social responsibility, including tax-exempt trusts, charities and 
voluntary welfare networks. 

Some suggestions were made regarding how to improve intersectoral collaboration and 
coordination, including external support. The following general proposals were recommended 
for implementation of the Strategy to ensure adequate and sustainable health care fmancing. 

(1) Strengthen the argument for the fact that good health and investment in health 
care can contribute to economic growth and are not just results of it. Documentation of the many 
relationships and that economic growth is a foundation of health care fmancing, will be 
necessary to convince policy-makers in legislative bodies, and would also concern the ministries 
of health, ministries of finance and research institutes. 

(2) Increase government allocation to health by improving tax collection through 
more effective, efficient and sustainable methods. To raise the priority of health, realistic plans 
could be made for greater advocacy towards decision-makers and the public, by making a 
stronger political and economic case through the application of tools such as cost-effectiveness 
analysis and national health accounts. 

(3) Rationalize, harmonize and regularize external donor revenues through 
sectorwide approaches. These could be comprehensive, country-led and realistic plans on an 
annual or medium-term basis. There needs to be a balance of capital and recurrent expenditure 
supported from donor funds. In the longer term, plans should be made to decrease external donor 
dependence. 

(4) Make social health insurance compulsory by planning for its compliance among 
the whole population and inclusion of the informal sector. The poor and vulnerable would 
require special provisions such as safety nets, waivers or supplements from tax revenue. 
Depending on the context, there could be a basic, essential or statutory package for universal 
coverage, with additional supplements by other means. 

Working group 2: Reducing out-of-pocket expenditure and removing financial barriers 

Two sets of objectives were proposed for general common activities and specific activities 
to promote equity, including gender equity in fmancing, accessing and utilization of health 
services, and to achieve universal coverage, improving access to necessary health services and 
strengthening of social safety and social protection mechanisms. A series of critical steps were 
identified to implement the Strategy to reduce out-of-pocket expenditure and remove financial 
barriers, as follows. 
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(I) Assessing the current situation: 

Identify the reasons for current out-of-pocket charges and co-payments; measure 
the current level of health care expenditure from all sources; measure the impact 
on health, health care utilization and poverty; and conduct an ethical analysis. 
Analyse health care financing from the equity perspective; identify and study 
vulnerable groups. 

• Assess the current leveL of coverage, the scope of benefits, the social protection 
and redistributive effect, and existing social solidarity mechanisms. 

(2) Identify stakeholders: 

• Conduct a stakeholder analysis; identify support groups (poLitical mapping). 
• Identify specific interest groups regarding vulnerable populations. 
• Identify intersectoral capacity for universal coverage. 

(3) Create public awareness and engage in dialogue: 

• Disseminate fmdings through appropriate channels and target consultations. 

(4) Identify interventions at the political level: 

• Set political agendas; conduct ethical analysis; review and identify the need for 
specific regulations. 
Examine the impLications of redesigning user fees and co-payments, including 
national budget allocation; target advocacy at the political leveL; and promote the 
concept of social solidarity in setting priorities. 
Create coordination mechanisms between relevant sectors for universal 
coverage, equity and socials funds for the poor and vuLnerable; examine options 
for implementation and strengthening of social protection and safety nets. 

(5) Identify interventions at the people level: 

Provide health information, education and communication; conduct ethical 
analysis; address accessibility; reduce cultural barriers; and encourage 
community participation in decision-making. 
Provide public education on the rational use of health acre services; advocate 
and promote social solidarity at the community level. 

(6) Identify interventions at the provider level: 

Build capacity; conduct ethical analysis; and address accessibility. 
Review the possibility of reducing user fees/co-payments; review incentives for 
delivery of rational health care. 
Sensitize providers to the concept of universal coverage. 

(7) Set poLicy direction and build consensus: 

• Determine options and goals; conduct intersectoral consultations and 
consultation with international partners; identify fmancial implications; develop 
a master-plan concept paper; seek approval; orient all interest groups and involve 
the media. 
Orient and mobilize specific interest groups. 
Identify responsibilities for specific population groups. 
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(8) Pass or amend legislative tools: 

• Pilot policy or mechanisms; draft and submit legislation; set time-frames to 
achieve universal coverage. 

(9) Develop an implementation plan; 

Design country-specific implementation plans based on the health financing 
options adopted in the policy directions. 

(10) Strengthen the policy-making and administrative structure: 

Plan and ensure adequate resources; ensure a high-level advisory body to steer 
and coordinate social-protection issues. 

Set a time-frame for extension of coverage. 

(lJ) Monitor and evaluate results: 

• Set benchmarks and targets; disseminate fmdings and best practices. 
Set specific targets for vulnerable groups. 
Develop information systems for all functions. 
Define the reporting framework. 

Working group 3: Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of health care financing 

The discussions focused on aligning national health goals and objectives with health 
financing reforms and strengthening capacities in resource pi arming, budgeting and management, 
including systems and skills for purchasing, contracting and paying providers and developing 
feasible networking to share evidence, best practices, information, knowledge and experiences 
across countries and regions. The working group identified the following steps, which can be 
taken at country and regional levels, relative to each ofthese focuses: 

(I) Aligning national health goals and objectives with health fmancing reforms: 

Step I Identifying and building consensus on national health goals: 

• Identify goals at the international level (e.g. Millennium Development Goals) 
and the health system level (in terms of responsiveness, health status and fair 
financing) and adapt to the local context. 

• Identify stakeholders, e.g. policy-making and fmancing agencies, donors, 
providers, legislators, etc. 

• Conduct advocacy in general and specifically targeted to different stakeholders. 

Step 2 Understanding the nature of the problems in the system that constrain the achievement 
of goals: 

• Map the functions, responsibilities and incentives of different actors (including 
interaction between different functions and actors of the health system). 

• Analyse sources of technical and allocative efficiency. 
• Governance, e.g. conflicting regulationsllaws. 
• Identify duplication of administrative responsibilities among different levels of 

government, and duplication of responsibility for purchasing (general budget or 
health insurance agency). 

• Where is the misalignment or where are the technical and allocative efficiencies? 
It is critical to consider the political context and institutional structure. 
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Develop strategies and options for resolving identified problems (e.g. health fmancing 
or service delivery), selecting strategy and building consensus: 

Determine which services are to be delivered at different levels, e.g. rationalize 
service delivery. 

• Determine the purchasing strategy, such as new forms of contracting and 
provider autonomy. 
Develop a strategy for communication with stakeholders. 
Conduct budget impact analysis for different levels of government (ensuring 
adequate resources to carry out functions and taking into account existing 
resources). 

• Conduct advocacy towards different stakeholders, e.g. providers, population. 

Step 4 Develop detailed plans to implement strategy 

• Determine outputs/outcomes and the needed inputs, including financial 
resources, human resources and capacity building. It is critical to link desired 
outputs/outcomes with budgets, and to harmonize different plans, such as donor 
projects, vertical national programmes, and plans of the ministry of health, 
health insurance agency and other ministries. 

Step 5 Develop and implement a monitoring and evaluation system (continuous process): 

• Develop indicators and conduct studies to measure the impact of health 
financing reforms. 
Develop a system for collecting and sharing information and the lessons learnt 
within the country. 

(2) Strengthening capacities in resource planning, budgeting and management, including 
systems and skills for purchasing, contracting and paying providers. 

Step 1 Given the chosen strategy for purchasing, identify appropriate systems and the skills 
needed to implement it effectively: 

Determine how to structure the purchasing agency: 
What type of organization ? 
What types of staff are needed ? 
Who is responsible for governing the purchasing agency? 

Step 2 Determine available capacity and the skills of relevant actors and identify gaps and 
training needs, including the geographical distribution of capacity and skills. 

Step 3 Assess the existing information system in relation to the chosen strategy and identify 
needed actions and determine the investment in human resources and information 
technology needed. It is critical to consider ways and means to retain staff once they 
are trained and to exercise caution in investing heavily in expensive information 
technology before deciding on the selected strategy. 

Step 4 Determine who is responsible for capacity-building and who is responsible for 
delivery. Various bodies would need to determine their responsibilities with respect to 
capacity-building and actual delivery in resource planning, budgeting and 
management, including the systems and skills for purchasing, contracting and paying 
providers. This would require coordination between the Ministry of Health, the 
Ministry of Finance, and health insurance and donor agencies. 
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(3) Developing feasible networking to share evidence, best practices, information, 
knowledge and experiences across countries and regions. 

Step 1 Determine what to learn and what to share, including intracountry and interregional 
experiences. The many suggestions for sharing would include a health economics 
glossary, "best practice" examples, comparative analyses of health systems, policy 
briefs, and reference lists of studies, especially materials from the 'grey literature': 

Step 2 Determine how to share: 

Develop regional networks (including. direct contacts and collaboration) or 
existing networks in the region, e.g. APHEN, APNHAN, EQUITAP, etc. with 
the goal of commissioning research and health policy analysis and collecting and 
disseminating information (clearing house function). WHO will take the lead in 
building the links between national and international knowledge, but partners 
should be involved. 
Strengthen WHO's ability to disseminate information to countries. 
Develop a network of research and training institutions, especially in health 
economIcs. 

All country presentations, including a synthesis of all presentations and discussions are 
found in the Annexes. ' 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The WHO Interregional Meeting on the Implementation of the Strategy on Health Care 
Financing for Countries of the Western Pacific and South-East Asia Regions held in Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia, from 28 to 31 August 2006, successfully met its objectives. The participants 
discussed the WHO health care financing policy and strategies from global, regional and national 
perspectives, and shared country-specific health care financing reforms, challenges and 
experiences. Three working group sessions were organized to discuss and identify the strategic 
action framework to improve overall health care financing arrangements in various 
socioeconomic settings, A specific action framework was proposed relative to ensuring adequate 
and sustainable health care fmancing, reducing out-of-pocket health expenditure and removing 
financial barriers to seeking care and improving efficiency and effectiveness of health care 
financing. Representatives of international agencies such as Asian Development Bank, Health 
Care for the Poor (HEMA), Japan International Cooperation of Welfare Services (JICWELS), 
German Development Agency-GTZ, OECD Regional Centre in Korea and UNESCAP actively 
participated and contributed to the discussions and outcome of the meeting. 
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OPENING SPEECH BY MR. M. ENKHBOLD, PRIME MINISTER OF MONGOLIA 
ON THE OCCASION OF THE WHO INTERREGIONAL MEETING ON IMPLEMENTATION 

OF THE STRATEGY ON HEALTH CARE FINANCING 
ULAANBAATAR, MONGOLIA, 28-31 AUGUST 2006. 

Esteemed Delegates 
Ladies and Gentlemen 

"B" Hall, Government Palace 
28 August 2006 

The Mongolian Government is placing a very high value on this very important WHO meeting and 
pleased to express its full gratitude to WHO for organizing this international event in Ulaanbaatar, 
the capital of Mongolia as its venue. On behalf of the Government of Mongolia and myself, I would 
like to welcome you all here and wish a very pleasant stay in my country. 

The Government of Mongolia congratulates WHO on the development of the Strategy on Health 
Care Financing which was endorsed by the Regional Committee Meeting in 2005. We fully support 
this initiative because health finance is one of the core pillars for health care reform in most 
countries, including Mongolia. Although our health financing system differs from one country to 
another one, it is very important to define the basic principles and learn from each other and translate 
this strategy into country's specific condition. At the same time, we note that this is a very timely 
and demand driven event for Asia and the Pacific regions. 

Today, many health systems are still facing challenges to deliver even basic health services 
universally. Rapidly increasing health care cost has become one of the main reasons pushing sick 
and low-income people into poverty. Therefore, many health systems aim to address these issues 
with various types of reform. 

Mongolia's health sector reform started together with the process of economic transition. With 
regards to health care financing, the main elements were the introduction of social health insurance, 
supporting private sector development in delivering and financing health care, strengthening 
institutional capacity in resource planning, management and information such as National Health 
Accounts (NHA). 

In the past, we have achieved many successes. Almost 90% of the population is covered by social 
health insurance, the private sector is playing an increasing role in delivering health services, and 
under taking measures for institutionalizing the NHA, improving information flow and introducing 
telemedicine etc. 

However, many challenges still exist. Health systems should be responsive to increasing demands 
and needs of the population. Mongolia still needs to address the issue of poverty and vulnerability. 
Mongolians should not suffer from restricted access to health care, as this is critical for the 
achievement of national and international health development goals such as MDGs. 
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My Government continues to support the health sector and health financing reforms aimed to 
improve universal coverage, equity, quality and overall effectiveness of the health sector. Under 
this banner a "Healthy Mongol" programme aimed to full screen the entire popUlation, value the 
current health status, provide preventive and curative care and supply with necessary equipments 
the rural hospitals has started its work recently. 

Mongolia is keen to learn from other country's experiences in RCF. This meeting provides a 
very good opportunity for us. 

I was pleased to note that well known experts and high-level government officials from EMRO, 
EURO, SEARO and WPRO are here. I am also happy to see the participation of national and 
international partners at this important event. This gives me full confidence that the Ulaanbaatar 
meeting will be able to fulfill your meeting objectives successfully and propose a strategy is 
framework for country level actions. 

I also wish that U1aanbaatar meeting be remembered as an important step in enhancing our bi
and multi-lateral collaborations and networking on RCF work among various experts, countries 
and regions as a whole. 

I wish you all very fruitful discussions, debates and success in your deliberations. I wish 
everyone good health! 
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SPEECH BY MRS T. GANDI, MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT, 
CHAIRMAN OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL POLICY EDUCATION , , 

CULTURE AND SCIENCES 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

First of aliI' d like to convey my warmest greetings to you all, esteemed participants and 
representatives of WHO HQ and Regions. 

The Strategy on Health Care Financing initiated and developed by WHO is considered in close 
coherence with international health and other development goals. 

The significance of the gathering all of us in here is in creating the favorable to draw the 
attention of regional countries, work in close collaboration and learn from each other on the 
implementation of the HCF. 

I also like to express my gratitude to WHO, its Regions and all who participated in developing 
this strategy. 

In the time where I was working as Health Minster, I was concentrated on the health care 
financing reform and worked hard on this issue in consulting with partners and developed broad 
cooperation. 

Although, the time remained in the past, where we were drawing out the strategy of the health 
insurance documents and thriving hot discussions, still the main directions and ideas of those 
documents are engraved and of great importance. The agenda of this meeting evidences them. 

The Standing Committee on Social Policy, Education, Culture and Sciences is expresses its 
readiness, and giving high value and importance to the health care financing strategy and policy 
and to support in learning from the other countries rich experiences and adapting those to our 
particular condition. 

According to the recent study of other countries information data, the percentage of private 
fmancing to the total health care fmancing has increased at a noticeable amount. Individuals 
build up the main part of this. That indicates the situation is turning to negative impact and 
inequity spreading more. 

For Mongolia, a country with 36% poverty, it is crucial to prevent the poor and vulnerable group 
of the society from health caused risks by increasing the public and primary health service 
expenditures and by accumulating sources with rational and proper policy coordinated use. 

The rates of cardiovascular diseases trauma and injuries occupy a significant place among 
morbidity and mortality that challenge to increase the fmancing should be increased and directed 
to decrease risk factors. 

I hope that the meeting will contribute in finding the right solutions all of the confronting 
questions by fruitful discussions and fulfill its aims with success. 

Thank you for your attention. 
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OPENING SPEECH BY DR RICHARD NESBIT, ACTING WHO REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
FOR THE WESTERN PACIFIC, AT THE INTERREGIONAL MEETING ON 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STRATEGY ON HEALTH CARE FINANCING FOR 
COUNTRIES OF THE WESTERN PACIFIC 

AND SOUTH-EAST ASIAN REGIONS 
ULAANBAATAR, MONGOLIA 

28-31 AUGUST 2006 

His Excellency Prime Minister Enkhbold; Dr Gundalai, Minister of Health; Distinguished 
Government Officials; Colleagues; Ladies and Gentlemen 

I would like to extend my sincere appreciation to all of you for attending this meeting on the 
implementation of the Strategy on Health Care Financing. On behalf of WHO and all the 
participants, I would like to thank the Government of Mongolia, through the Prime Minister, His 
Excellency Mr Enkhbold; Minister and Head of the Secretariat of the Prime Minister's Office, 
Honourable Mr Batbold and the Minister of Health, the Honourable Dr Gundalai, for hosting this 
event and for the warm hospitality of the people of this beautiful country. I also wish to thank 
the Asian Development Bank for their support and participation. We are delighted to be here 
during the celebration of the 800th anniversary of the establishment of the Mongolian state. 

I am pleased to note that government officials from 18 countries in WHO's European, South-East 
Asia and Western Pacific Regions are gathered here in Ulaanbaatar, together with colleagues 
from multilateral agencies, and from WHO Headquarters and WHO regional and country offices. 
The variety of participants and experts will enrich our discussions over the next three days. 

Health financing is the subject of significant debate these days. We are seeing increasing global 
interest in the subject and greater efforts to improve health care financing arrangements. This is 
best reflected in the resolution, adopted by the World Health Assembly during its fifty-eighth 
session in 2005, on sustainable fmancing, universal coverage and social health insurance. The 
resolution urged Member States to ensure that their health financing system includes a method of 
prepayment with a view to sharing risk among members of the public, and avoiding catastrophic 
health care expenditure and the impoverishment of individuals. The resolution also embraces 
universal coverage and asks Member States to plan the transition to achieve this objective. 

Despite the growing global commitment to do more, improving health financing and progressing 
towards universal coverage in Asia and the Pacific will be a major challenge. We are aware of 
some of the issues. For individuals much of the spending on health is from out-of pocket 
payments, the most inequitable method of financing because it hits the poorest hardest. An 
already difficult fmancial situation becomes catastrophic when families are forced to spend 30% 
to 40% of their household income for health care. And health care costs are increasing faster 
than household incomes. In much of Asia and parts of the Pacific, ill health is pushing low
income and vulnerable populations deeper into poverty. 
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In most countries, public health spending is still inadequate even when there is good economic 
growth. Plus there is a lack of government commitment to ensuring that adequate social 
protection mechanisms are in place, especially for the poor and vulnerable. What is more, the 
money spent on health is not always used efficiently and effectively. One example is that scarce 
government budgets are often skewed towards hospital care, with insufficient funding of public 
health programmes. 

Health financing policy reforms need accurate data and analysis on revenues and expenditures. 
But national health accounts, which can provide such information, are in the early stages of 
development in most countries and areas in the Region. 

These are some of the common challenges we need to tackle. 

National governments and many partner agencies have made health financing a priority. WHO is 
determined to play our role in supporting governments. In doing so, we recognize that no single 
model can solve all health care financing problems, which differ from country to country and 
area to area. 

As one way forward, WHO has developed the Strategy on Health Care Financing for Countries 
of the Western Pacific and South-East Asia Regions. The Strategy was endorsed last year by the 
WHO Regional Committee for the Western Pacific at its fifty-sixth session and was also fully 
supported by all countries of the South-East Asia Region. The objective of the Strategy is to 
provide operational and practical guidance to Member States in enhancing adequate, equitable, 
stable and effective health care financing arrangements, mainly in low-income, developing 
countries. 

The document offers strategic solutions for many of the health financing challenges we need to 
face if we are to progress towards achieving universal coverage, ensuring equity and enhancing 
fmancial risk protection in health. 

Weare seeing some exciting and innovative approaches to health care fmancing in the Asia 
Pacific region. For example, fmancial barriers for the poor in accessing health care services are 
addressed by Health addressed by Health Equity Fund initiatives in Cambodia. This initiative is 
being pilot-tested as an alternative financing mechanism intended to remove user fees for the 
poor. Many donors recognize it as a fine country-specific poverty reduction strategy, 
contributing to the achievement of Millennium Development Goals. Another example is 
community health insurance schemes with affordable premiums, an approach that was pilot
tested in the Lao People's Democratic Republic. Household members insured under these 
schemes are granted free access to needed care at health centres and contracted hospitals. 
Similarly the Health Care Fund for the Poor, introduced in Viet Nam, has had a positive impact 
on access and service utilization for the poor. The central government and donors provide 
subsidies to the funds established in rural provinces, which are used to provide free health care to 
the poor either by subsidizing health care providers or paying health insurance premiums for the 
poor. Another good example is the 30 Baht Scheme in Thailand that is intended to provide 
universal coverage with a mixed public funding and individual contributions. 
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These examples, as well as other initiatives in health care financing reform, will be discussed 
during this meeting. I am confident you will have a very productive dialogue. 

I also have the utmost confidence that this meeting will build upon the excellent work that is 
already occurring and result in an increased drive to the goals of achieving universal coverage 
and greater equity in health care financing. 

Thank you again for your participation, and I wish you a pleasant and productive stay in 
Ulaanbaatar. 
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Catastrophic payment and impoverishment 
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Non Use of Health Services 

Up to 40% of people reporting 
Illness do not use health services 

• Many others do not continue treatment 

• Costs are a major deterrent 

Contents 

1. Key health financing challenges 
2. The path to universal coverage 
3. Conclusions and issues for this 

meeting 
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• catastrophiC 
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Summary 1 

1. Resources available to improve health 
still inadequate in many countries 

2. Many countries - low and middle Income 
particularly - rely heavily on out-of
pocket payments to finance health 

3. High out~f-pocket payments as % of 
total health expenditure lead to: 
Financial barriers to access and continuation of 
tm.tment for the poor 
Catastrophic e~p~nditure and impoverishment for 
people who use services 

WHO Principles: World Health 
Assembly resolution May 2005 

, All people should have access to essential 
interventions when needed, without the risk of 
financial catastrophe and impoverishment
universal coverage 
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Functions and Goals of Health Systems 
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Strategy 1: Increase Available Resources 
(revenue collection) 

Improved domestic revenue collection (with 
other ministries) - fiscal policy 
Increased allocation from MOF where desirable 
-Abuja declaration forAfriea aiming for 15% of 
govt expenditure to be allocated to health. So 
far, only 1 African country achieves 
Increased and predictable extemal flows in low 
income countries 

Proportion of Tolal Health Expenditure 
Provided by External Source. 2002 - WHO Regions 

Americas 0.06 
Eastom Mediterranean 0.77 
European Regien O.OB 
South-East Asian 1.42 

Western Pacific 0.05 
African Region 6.87 
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Policy Tools for Universal Coverage 

Financing involves three sub-functions: 

Revenue collection; 
• Risk pooling; 

Purchasing or pnovision of services and 
interventions 

All have contributions to make for 
achieving universal coverage 

Total expenditure on health as a ,bare ofGDP, 1003 

External Flows for Health in SSA 
(based on WHO NHA database) 

46 SSA countries, nominal external flows for 
health increased by 40% 1996-2002 

$0.94 billion to $1.31 billion 
(well short of the real 5 fold increase required 

based on Millennium Project Estimates) 
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Strategy 2 

Establish prepayment mechanisms 
- Increase reliance on prepayment through tax

based $ystem, compulsory insurance. 
voluntary insurance and/or community-based 
schemes 

- Overtime, consolidate them 
- Encourage providers of extemal funds to 

channel them through risk pooling institutions 
to strengthen support for building institutions 

Continued Need for Government 
Funding 

Many of the poor will not be able to meet 
prepayment contributions 

Need for continued govemment financing 
to supplement household contributions for 
the poor 

Need also to protect non-personal services 
- e.g. prevention, promotion 

From economic evaluation to public health policy 
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Strategy 3: Improve Efficiency and Equity 
of Expenditures (purchasing/provision) 

Reduce waste and ineffiCiency (Le. increase technical 
inefficiency) - e.g. pharmaceutical policy 
Provider payment mechanisms - e.ncouraging . 
appropriate levels of care and seMce delivery, qualIty 
Active purchasing - ensuring the "right interventions" 
are available to the population - CHOICE - >700 
interventions for 14 sub-regions, country 
contextualization now possible - what are good value 
for money interventions and what are not. 
Active purchasing can also actively consider equity 
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2. 
3. 

Contents 

Key health financing challenges 
The path to universal coverage 
Conclusions and issues for this 
meeting 



Conclusions 
Many countries still a long way from achieving 
universal coverage 
Transition can take considerable time, although 
the final push can be relatively rapid - e.g. 
Thailand, Mexico 
Important to raise additional funds for health in 
many settings 
But important to raise it in a way that allows 
access without financial catastrophe 
Requires reducing OOPs and Increasing pre· 
payment Protecting promotion and prevention 
Important continuing role for government in 
both financing and stewardship 
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Issues 

Move towards universal coverage will be 
country-speclfic - depends on history, 
institutions, traditions of country 
How best to raise additional resources for 
health where they are needed? 
What types of prepayment mec:hanisms are 
likely to work best, and how can their 
development be encouraged? 
How to enc:ourage greater efficiency and equity 
in the use of available and new resourc:es? 
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Eastern Mediterranean Region 
Experience 

DrH. Salehi 
HEC, WHOIEMRO 
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High income countries 

• Advanced stage of transition (epidemical & demographic) 

• Financing (large extent general government oil revenue) 

• Fluctuation in Government spending in real term 

• Spiraling cost of medical technology 

11 

• Dominant Public Sector but growing unregulated private sector 
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Share of Population, GOP, Health Expenditure in 
EMR countries by income groups 
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Coverage by general government revenue or 

social health insurance, EMRO-2005 
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• 25% -75% 
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III < 111% 

• Special ~JeS 

High income countries; cont 

High public expectations 

Inefficiencies 

• Limited private insurance market 

Coverage for expatriates 

Globalization (WTO, GAITS ... ) 
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Middle income countries 

• Double disease burden 

• Financing (mix financing) 

• High and increasing share of out-of-pocket 

• Important public health system infrastructure 

• Growing but unregulated private sector 

Catastrophic health expenditure and 
impoverishment 1995-2002; Iran 
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Low income countries; cont 

Provision of basic ·public health services" 
vs. introduction of ·social health insurance" 

Middle income countries; cont 

• Passive privatization 

• Inequalities (catastrophic spending) 

• Limited health insurance coverage 

• Fragmented health insurance schemes 

• IneffiCiencies 

• UnderdevelOPed provider payment (fee-for-services) 

Low income countries 

Early stage of health transition 

Large informal sector 

• Weak tax base 

• Very high share of out-of-pocket spending 

Dependency on extemal assistance 

Contracting out basic benefit package 

Lessons learnt 
Institutional weakness 
Need to strengthen public infrastructure 
Interest in prepayment schemes (most of HSR 
focus on social health insurance development and 
strengthening) 

Policy debate on health care financing ( dialogue 
with funding agencies) 

Mix and fragmented prepayment schemes 

• Lack of capacity to provide technical support 
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Development of health care 
financing; Issues and challenges 

Financial sustainability of existing schemes 

Extension of SHI to informal sector 

Provider-payment mechanisms are not well 
developed 

• Fragmented schemes 

Capacity to provide technical support 

Policy objectives 

• Reduce out-f-pocket expenditure through 
development of prepayment schemes 

Improve management of the existing schemes; 
HIS. contracting, ... 

• Mobilize resources for under funded systems 
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Development of health care 
financing; issues and challenges 
Health information system not able to support 
management of schemes 

Lack of effective referral system 

SHI is primarily seen as resource mobilization 
method 

Option for poor countries are limited 

Regional strategy 

Development of CBHI in low and some middle 
income countries 
Development of SHI in GCC countries for 
expatriates 
Provide technical support for development of 
analytical tools, evidence, and international 
experiences 
Capacity building at national and Regional levels 
Support HSR 

.. 
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WHO's Approach to Health Financing 
Policy in the European Region 

Joseph Kutzln 
Regional Advisor, Health Sy!tems FinancinG, WHO/EURO 

Visiting Fellow, Imperial College Centra for Health Management 

8) 

Motivation 

Inspired by the joint SEARO-WPRO strategy, 
given the needs expressed by EURO member 
states struggling with healtn financing issues 
But an "approach" rather than a "strategy' 
- Aim is to provide a way for countries to improve the 

performance of their financing systems in their own 
national ccntext (no single strategy) 

- Normative in terms of objectives, but not in terms of 
the choice of policy instnuments 

Goals and functions of health systems: 
how does financing influence the goals? 
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Overview 

• POlicy objectives and the health financing 
system 

• Key messages and their implications 
- Instnuments and objectives 
- Understand fiscal context 
- Re-thinking the concept of sustainability 

Context and priorities for the "CIS' countries 
Approaching health financing policy in context: 
steps for policy makerS 

Health financing policy objectives 
and the health financing system 

Derived objectives of health financing policy 

Objectives largely identical to wide system 
goals 
- Universal protection against financial risk 
- Equity in burden of funding the system 
Financing policy objectives that contribute to 
wider system goals 
- Equity in use of services relaWe to need 

• E~1ty in distribution of health spending and resources 

- Transparency and acccuntability to population 
- Quality and efficiency in service delivery 
- Efficient administration of financing system 

Assess reforms relative to these objectives: 
our evaluation criteria 
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Conceptual framework for health financing 
system functions and interactions 

Some principles, messages and 
implications arising from the 

proposed approach 

Implications arising", 

All financing systems (should) share the 
objectives of insuring the entire population in 
the most efficient manner - assess 
performance by how well they do this job, not 
by what they are called 
- Our commitment is to the objectives of health 

financing policy, but not to any particular 
institutional form or model 

- Put another way, we don't believe that German 
citizens are intrinsically more · insured" than UK 
citizens just because one system is labelled as 
"insurance" and the other Is not 

Connect the function to the goals to 
promote goal-oriented policy 

(1 .... ""*111. ) 00;1- Hult\ r(ltl m 
oI .... IItI .... I'IC. policy ;oM 

1. Distinguish policy objectives from policy 
instruments 

Assess a health financing system (and 
proposed or implemented reforms) not by 
how much money is generated or by the 
functioning of any particular scheme, but by 
its impact on 
- Equity in finarc!' and service delivery (solidarity) 
- Financial protection 
- Transparency and accountability 
- Quality and efficiency 

Implications arising(" 

Effective policy, and policy analysis, requires 
thinking in terms of functions, not models 
- Don't Jet labels limit your policy options 
- Source of funds does not have to determine how 

they are pooled, how providers are paid, and how 
benefits and co-payments are specified 

- Sources are not systems, and schemes are not 
systems 

An example of a non-traditional approach , and 
why we need to think and act beyond the 
labels 



Moldova 2004: ' Social Health Insurance" 
funded mainly from general revenues 

Sourct/ 
collection 

Poolinl 

Nllional Health 
IDJuruCl Company 

Provbioa 

Population 

2. Understand fiscal context, what 
determines the level of public spending on 
health, and the implications of these for the 
capacity of a country to attain its objectives 

Accounting for government spending on hea~h 

Gov'1 hIIatth spenlling r Total gov't apending l . rGOv'1 hUM ip8ndingl 
GOP -I· GOP --I X I-TO\.algov't3oPending- 1 

coltexl Prio!ties 

This is more our concern: why such great 
differences in priorities? 
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Even in Germany, there is a critical need to 
re-think the sources of funds for SHI 

U% r---------------------------~ 

Sauna: O~k Sluwllml, 'NHl Graduat, Senoo! 01 ~.In ... and ECOIIom'A, PI"ent.tion 
to P Europaan Conr.r."c. on Health Economic&, &-1 July2006 , Bud •• , 

Fiscal context: varies greatly, and not much 
we health People can do about it 

Soutca:WHO .. ~t .. lor:zc.03, Europell'l Mtmbw-StlllM 

Why it's important: public spending on 
health matters (for our objectives) 

The more thai goverrvnenls spend (and can spend) on health. the 
loWer the bIXdeIl of out.cr-pocket spending on their population 

~ ~ ~ - .......... - .. -
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3. What about sustainability? 

• Universal protection against financial risk 

Equity in burden of funding the system 

Equity in access/use of services through 
equity in the distribution of health spending 

Transparency and accountability to population 

Quality and efficiency in service delivery 

• Efficient administration of financing system 

A view of the tradeoffs 

Reducing the ability to sustain low OOPS 
in Estonia by (implicit) choice 

Total public He_atlas " PubIC t;pending OOPS as %, 

Spending 81 
~=c 

onhe_., totalhllllih 
"'GOP "'"'. scenilf'l1 

1896 <12.3% 104,,", 5.'" 11.5% 
2003 36,7%- " .... ".1% 20.'% 
2003wi1t1 36.7% 14.0" I.f" 13"" 19temlortties 

_ l:H)uree; WHu hlllllJ1 npendllUre ......... ana anal,. .. 

GO'l8mment health spending fell and OUI-of-pocltel spending 
Increasec:lln part due to avenin fiaeaj contraction but mostly due to a 
shift In prlorltie; away from health. In 8 sense, the gO'temment 
deCided (impffdtly) to sustain a lower level of finanaal protection. 

First message on sustainability 

Fiscal balance can usefully be viewed as an 
obligation (i.e, living within the budget 
constraint), but not a health policy objective 
- Shift focus to sustaining attainm""t of policy 

objectives, not susfainability of system per se 
- Recognize that tradeoffs must be made 

Second message on sustainability 

To some extent, sustainability is a choice 
- Recall that the level of public spending on health in 

part reflects fiscal context, but in part also the 
govemmenfs resource allocation priOrities 

Given the evidence on the link of high OOPS 
with impoverishment, and the further evidence 
of the impact of low public spending on the 
level of OOPS. we have some tools for 
advocacy with the MOF 

Re-interpreting "sustainable health 
financing" as a constraint 

Increases the attention that must be paid to 
system efficiency: getting the most, in terms of 
progress on policy objectives, within the 
constrain~ of available resources 
- Aim of policy is not just to balance revenues and 

expendlture$. but rather to improve per10rmance 
while mee1ing the requirement for financial balance 
(sustain performance, not just the system) 

Evidence-based advocacy for a greater share 
of public spending as a means to fight poverty 
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The special challenge of the ex
USSR countries 

Context and priorities for the 'CIS" 
countries 

Economic transition(1): less money 
(severe decline in public revenues) 

Total pubOc ntven"' .... % GOP 

0 /' -...::::; 
r 

"- ~ 
\ ---\ 

\. 
"'-

"- ....... .... - .... .. , , .. 
Source: Cheasty (IMF) 1996 

Govemment health spending by input 
(prior to financing reforms) 

I 
I 
I 

Moldova 2000 Kyrgyzstan 2001 
Salaries and 

47% 52% social benefits 
Utilities 27% 20% 

Drugs and 
14% 9% supplies 

Food 6% 9% 

Capital and 
6% 5% repairs 

Other 4% 

. 
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Organization of financing functions and 
coverage in the Soviet system 

Universal coverage 
'Extreme" excess capacity induced by 
- Budgetary incentives for capacity expansion 
- Financing and delivery vertically integrated and 

organized by administrative level of govemment 
- overlapping responsibility for population coverage 

because administrative units not territorially distinct 
(e.g. capital cities of province or country) 

Universal coverage was 'sustainable" in the 
context of artificially low input prices (e.g. 
energy, drugs) and high public revenues that 
masked underlying inefficiencies 

Economic transition(2): higher input prices 
(deregulation of energy sector) 

,..... 
j · , I r---

· , , 
, 
, 

· . . . . - ----

Source: WHO Health Policy AnalyU Projact, Kyrgyzstan 

The new context of economic transition 
(Ies$ money, higher prices) 

Fiscal shock: sudden, rapid contraction of 
government revenues, followed by necessary 
contraction in public spending 

• Increased price of drugs, and later 
deregulation leads to rising energy tariffs 
Consequences: 
- Shortages of critical treatment supplies 
- Arrears in paying public utilities & health workers 
- Need for patients to supply their own inputs and 

pay health workers under-the-table, with greatest 
burden on the poor (inefficiency hurts the poor!) 
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Need for reform (old system in new 

context cou ld not sustain benefits) 

Addressing inefficiency was top priority, 
requiring change In financing system: 

- Reduce fragmentation by creating territorially 
distinct pools 

- Change budgetary/purchasing incentives to 
promote productivity and reduce fixed costs, and 
separate purchaser from providers 

- Enable provldertl to respond to new incentives 

- Introduce explicit benefit package 

Two low-income countries, Kyrgyzstan and 

Moldova, led the way by taking these steps 

while adapting options on funding sources to 
their fiscal context 

Critical challenges identified : 

fragmentation and mis-alignment 

Fragmentation threatens efficiency as well as 

equity and risk protection 

- Can arise In many forms (decentralization, 
segmentation, vertical programs, ... ) 

- Limits scope for cross-subsidy 

- Source of duplication and hence inefficiency 

Financing and delivery instruments must be 
al igned with objectives and each other 

- Especially purchasing and provision, but also 
purchasing and benefits 

Messages for policy makers 

Understand and accept that, for health 

financing policy, "the devil is in the detaiis" 

Avoid magic bullets (single instruments) 

Facilitate informed public policy dialog on 

policy objectives, reform options, and 

associated tradeoffs and rationing measures 

Implement, evaluate, learn and adapt 

(institutionalize reform evaluation processes 

as a routine part of the pol icy process) 

Challenges and messages for policy 

makers in a diverse region 

Approaching health financing policy 

Policy objectives orient the direction for reform 

- Guide to country-specific set of problems and 
priorities to be addressed 

Understand existing system in functional terms 

to establish the starting point 
- Use functional framework as a "checklist" to ensure 

comprehensive approach and identify where mis
alignment and fragmentation need to be addressed 

Understand the fiscal context to establish 

realistic assessment of extent to which 
progress on policy objectives can be sustained 



Interregional Meeting on the Implementation of the Strategy 
on Health Care Financing for Countries of the Weslam Pacific 

and South-East Asia Regions 
28-31 Auguat2006 

UI.anbaatllr, Mongolia 

Focus Issues from SEAR 

Dr Sultana Khanum 
Director, Health Systems Development 

WHO/SEARO 

Illustrative experiences with health care financing 
from SEAR countries 

• Thailand 
• National success with 30 baht scheme 
• The challenge is to now increase coverage and benefit pac/alge, 
l1Jclurling to HIV and AIDS 

• India 
• Islands of success with state funded primary care and ~ovative fmancing 
• The challenge is to consoli~tt t~es~ to a strategy of natIonal scope to 
addreu inequities atld inefficlMcIU ,n Itealllt fi1tlRlcmg 

Key policy implications for broader discussion 

• Tbe bealtb GaudDf: mechanism needs to ensure adequate (increa.sed) 
and sustainable resources m financial protection 

• The fiDucil1 m .. lgemeal systems needs to ensure efficiency in use of 
available resources 

• Financial planing needs to take into account the changing epidemiological 
proflle of the country, particularly financial implications of HI V and AIDS 

• JiinaDcial pllnning must be done in the context of broader health systems 
development, notably decentralisation and privatisation 
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Overview 

Illustrative experiences with health care fmancing 
from SEAR countries 

Key policy implications for broader discussion 

Critical areas that need strategic action 

SEll Caliri .. 

• t~nmar: Tax-based; SHI for worlters; Private insurance; Trust 
n s and foundations 

• Bhutan: Tax-based; National Health Trust Fund 1998: USD 21m 
6Y2OO5 

• Banql~esw~, Ma!t~' N~~Srt Lanka and Timor .b!m: ax- ; mal A ; IQh ; siiia\1 or No sRI; 
some => CBHI; Trust! Foundations 

HEA~TH SYSTEMS FUNCTIONS AND GOALS 
PUNCTIONS THE SYSTEM GOALS f OUTCOMES OP THE 

PERFOIUIS HEALTH SYSTEM 
I Nverlnll MrVI ... I C""""n) 

Cove"",_ JUspon.ivenesa to 

N 
ClUtln''''Ollr .. ptople 

1i_n-"t·""niII'II"9) 

p .. I U 
I'lMn," CeoJIHGnI. >.' Health 
pDoIlnl. PIrDbI.lng) 

T 

S B •• ,etshlp Provw.t People protectM (OVN.tght) PerformalMNl from financial risk 
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SUllO. of cov~.ve .... d 
or,.nlllllionol mMhanllml 

Concluding remarks 

.SodoI~"'" 

'r.llr.d~~"" 
..a.eyp.d~ __ 

• Importance of health financing for the MDGs 

. lmportance of the Regieo for global achievements vis-a-vis the 
MDG, 

Thankyoll 

Critical areas that need strategic action 

• Eo!ure adequate and sustainable health care financing 
• What are the key prllfdpla that 1tUUt underline IMChrutislfU that 
CQuid p'(1Vide adequllte and nlnl';lIflblt finoncing/or health cafel 

• Reduce out of pocket bealth expenditure and remove financial 
barriers 

• Huw canfwbllc expurdihlre 011 pubf~ hultll be illcru,ud most 
qJ«Iivdy 

Improving efficiency IIDd effectiveness of health care financing 
• What tIIft: so_ simple..,." to institlltionoiise bette financial 
mstilDgemtnt7 
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lnterregional Meeting on the Implementation of the Strategy 
on Health Care Financing for Countries of the Western Pacific 

and South-East Asia Regions 
21·31 Auaw11OO6 

IJJMnbUllr, Moqolia 

WPR Overview on Health Care 
Financing 

D. 8aymaikban 
Regional Adviser in Health Care Financing 

WHOIWPRO 

Low-Income Countries Have 
Weak Capacity to Raise Revenues 

8 " . • , .. 
Government. In m.n~ ! I 

. 
! .. 

countr' •• oft.n r.' •• I ••• • I·t :., . 
than 5% of GOP In pub lic 

I 
.. . 

~ • rev.nu •• ; , . -" < [<' " . t> 
! • 'N 1.000 to,OOD 100.000 

,., uplta OOP (Lo, ...... , 

Sour ... : Wodd &nt.1OOO 

Sources of finance in WHOIWPRlSEAR 

. ,,:~~ [ '"a [ o M 

.H_ 0'" O<ft 0: n .I" . ... _ 

"ft 

~: N.uoll.-J Huh!! AccoUlilS Dati, WHO 
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Complexity of health finance 

Socioeconomic development concepts, P:9litical systems and 
social and other values influence health financing arrangements. 

Health expenditure is a growing concern. 

Health financing is one of core reform agenda. 

Increased focus on health financing functions. 

Adequacy, sustainability, equity, efficiency and effectiveness. 

Universal coverage is an important policy objective. 

Challenges exist in anaining national and international goals. 

"" .... • M . ... "'" ''''' 

, ... 

'" 

f .. l lIoll" .. ,..o"OfGOP 

C~olltion of health spending 2003 
..... OIIInM,natlon.ll .ollal'lIjMnaltw,. 

111'_.-... --0 .... _ .. -. t .. ,_ 

I' I'" , i # / /.,.:,'" MM., .. _ .... _-... _, 
~--~ 
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Health care CII,ts I('ad tn pm crt~ 
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Can we change the pattern? 

Better health 
outcome is 

achievable 

at same level 

of health 
spending. 

i Prom Prey E. Treat Case H. Care 

mgt 

Low social protection 

The rapid increase in health care cost has not been accompanied by a 

similar trend In social protection against health risks and expenditure 

According to ILO, 4 out ors people lack basic social security 

coverage. 

~ .. ~ .. . ... ........ . 
"t,.~, ~

' ., 
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Diabetes cost study IWPRO-2001l 
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• Marshall Islands 

• Cook Islands 

DFlji 

OFSM 

The main issues in Asia and the Pacific 

• Relatively low level of health spending 

Declined share of public financing 

Low efficiency/effectiveness in resource use 

Extensive growth of private payments 

Limited financial protection 

Low coverage by social safety mechanisms 



Results of poor health finance 

Lack of funds for health programmes 

Poor quality of services 

Poor health infrastructure 

Low compensation of health workers 

Moral and ethics of health personnel 

Increasing poveny and widening equity gap 

High social burden and slow economic growth 

Strategy on health care financing 

The Strategy aims to provide operational and 
practical guidance to the Member States in 
addressing their challenges and make 
progresses that every citizen has equitable 
access to quality health services at affordable 
cost when they need them. 

There is no single model or answer 

There are issues and challenges which need to be 
addressed by translating the Strategy into appropriate 
country specific health care financing policy and strategies. 

But there is no single model or answer to ensure 
adequate, stable, equitable, affordable, pro· poor and 
effective health financing arrangements suited for all 
situations. 
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Main causes 

Low awareness about health care financing 

Lack of political commitment 

Weak capacity in public fmance 

Limited evidence, data and information 

Poor inter-sector coordination and consensus 

Absence of clear policy and strategies 



Consortium Social Protection in Health: 
Joint Activities and Agreement 

@ gtz 
~ Interregional Meeting on the Im~rrientation of the 
.., Strategy on Heatth Care Financing for Countries Of the 

Westem Pacific and South-East Asia Regions 
28-31 August2006 
Ulaaribaatar, Mongolia 

The problem 

• Vicious cycle of poverty ...... ~... .. . 
and illness 1..-

• Those who live in povertyPo.e .•.... "J .. 'liness 
also do not have access ::' 
to effective and 0' 

affordable health care 

• Health spending below requirements to 
provide access to health care for all and to 
reach the MDGs ( ... remember Abuja) 

The challenge 

Support countries ... 

• to implement risk pooling and equitable 
access to quality health care 

• to work towards universal coverage in social 
protection for health 
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Commitment of GTZ to the region 

Health programmes in many of the countries 
include health financing component: 

- Cambodia: Support to development of SHI 

- Vietnam & Indonesia: Support to extension 
ofSHI 

- Philippines: TA to PhilHealth. Integration of 
informal sector 

- India: Support to Microinsurances 

- MoU with SEARO 

The problem 
. 

"The most importalli rillmlli ... t of As a direct result of 
how fairly a health j"JIsu", is financed 

having to pay for health 
... is the sbarr of pr.jJayllJ .. t i. total 

spending. care. every year more 

Out-of-pocket pay,"ent is umally the than 44 million 
m.Sf "l,fwive "'ay to pay for htalth, households face financial 
and the way that most exposes p"p" catastrophe and more 
I, &alaslroplM fillalldal risk" 
WHR2000 than 100 million 

individuals are pushed 
into poverty. 

The challenge 

A universal coverage policy should ... 
secure access to a package of health services for all 
population groups, based on need, 
and introduce stable financing for this package of 
health services 

Several options exist. including ... 
pooling of risks, i.e. solidarity between the ill and the 
healthy, and 
financing through pre-paid contributions or general 
taxation based on ability to pay 
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The consensus 

• Social Security Resolution and Conclusions, 
International Labour Conference 2001 

• Global Campaign on Social Security and 
Coverage for All 

• Resolution on Sustainable Health Financing, 
Universal Coverage and Social Health 
Insurance, World Health Assembly 2005 

• Initiatives on Social Protection, Social Health 
Insurance and HIV/AIDS by BMZlGTZ 

• Other initiatives, e.g. EU Working Group on 
Fair FinanCing 

Implementing the consensus 

• Support countries according to their needs 
and demands ... 
- to tackle the problem of poverty and illness 

- to overcome the challenge of universal coverage 

- and to achieve health policy goals 

• Conceptual work on policies and tools 

• Technical cooperation at country level 

• Policy dialogue at international level 

• Capacity building through seminars, 
workshops and international conferences 

Next event 

• Conference in the Philippines on Extension 
of SHI to the informal sector 

The initiative 

Social Health Insurance Partnership (SHIP) 

• Joint effort to coordinate the respective 
organizations' work and collaborate on 
country, regional and global level 

I Left". of Agrumtnt, Iigned 2004 i 

Some examples 

• Country advice: Yemen, Kenya, Indonesia, 
Cambodia 

• Capacity building: Guinea, Tanzania, Rwanda 

• Tools: Simlns 

• Berlin conference and Kopenhagen Business 
Meeting 



InlerreglonaJ MeeUng on the ImplemeritaUOn or the Stratogy on Hoalth Care 
Financing lor Countrle. 01 ttle Westen; PacIfic and Soutl1-Eaat Asia Regions 

26-31 Atiguet 2006 
Ulaanbaatar. MongoliI!. 

HA Data Collection and Analysis 

Dr SLIng-ii e •• 

OECD((e 
Joint OECD/Korea Reclonal Centre 

on Health and Social Policy 

I. Background of RCHSP Establishment 

• It is essential that global issues are being 
addressed in close co-operation 
, Given the Increasing Importance of Asian 

economies. 
, Sharing of expertise. best practices. policy 

experience will be significant 

• To further policy cooperation between OEeD 
and Asian economies 
, Bilateral Agreement between CECD & MOHW on 

establishment of a Regional Centre In Asia 

III. Main Functions 

1. Hosting international meetings regularly 
2. Developing and organising training and/or 

technical workshops 

3. Producing and compiling related important 
statistics and indicators 

•. Conducting comparative research 
Distributing OECD expertise to Koreans as 
well as Asians 
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Table of Contents 
I. Background of RCHSP Establishment 

II. History and Alms of RCHSP 

III. Main Functions of RCHSP 
IV. Conference on Policies In the Ageing Society 

V. Necessity of HA 

VI. Background and Objective of HA project 

Vii. Brief History of HA Project 

ViiI. Details In RCHSP HA Project 
IX. Time Table for 2006 
X. Future Plan 
Xl. Expected Rssults 

II. History and Aims of RCHSP 

• Brief History 
, Leiter of Intent on May 13. 2004 
, Memorandum of Understanding on March 31. 2005 
, Related regulations on July 4. 2005 

, Inauguration on September 9. 2005 

• Promotion of Deeper Policy Dialogue between 
OEeD and Asian community through 
, providing capaCity-bUilding assistance 
, conducting information sharing. policy analysis 
, translating research outcomes into policy action 

IV. Conference on Policies in the Ageing 
Society (upcoming event) 

• The Korean government has enacted 
• 'Basic Acts concerning Low Fertility and Ageing 

Society" on September 1. 2005 

• On the firs! anniversary of this event. 
, the MOHW will hold a conference with the 

support of the OECD. KIHASA and RCHSP 

• Timetable is as follows;. 
Determining the conference agenda (March) 
Sending out invitations (May) 
Holding the conference (September 13) 
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V. Necessity of HA 

• An In-depth analYSis of health expenditures 
for better evaluation and development of 
overall health policy 
• Timely provision of credible data 
• Comprehensive understanding of determinants of 

growing health expenditures and better estimation 
of particular factors such as ageing, medical 
technologies, expected population growth 

• More detalied, standardized HA may provide 
an answer to the Question "who gets what, 
where, and how", 

VII. Brief History of HA Project 

• 2005 
Sop, g, RCHSP establishment 

• Dec, 4-6, lst Joint CECO/Kor.a RCHSP-APNHAN 
Meeting of Health Accounts Export • 

• 2006 
• MaY·19, 
• JUly. 4, 
• Jul. 26, 

• Jul. 27-28, 

Distribution of Green Paper format 
Distribution of HA Questionnaire 
Tachnlcal Workshop for Regional Health 
Accounts Exparts 

2nd Joint DECO/Korea ACHSP-APNHAN 
Meeting of Health Accounts Experts 

1. Training Programmes 

• For Korean audience 
• Dec. 2, 2005 Joint seminar with KSHPA 
• Jul. 25, 2006 OECD expert seminar with MDHW 

• For Asian HA experts 
• Jul. 26, 2006 Technical Workshop for Regional 

Health Accounts Experts 

VI. Background and Objective of HA 
project by RCHSP 

• Bilateral Agreement between OECD & MOHW on 
establishment of a Regional Centre In ABia 
: To further policy cooperation batween OEOC and the Asian 

countrIes In health and social policy aral 

• Promotion of Deeper Policy Dialogue between OECD 
and Asian communl1y 
• Providing capac tty-building assistance by oHerlng financial 

and technical support 

Conducting sharIng Information, ~ollcy analysis by hosting 
annual meeting and collecting aata 

Translating resaarch outcomes Into policy actions by 
publishing annual working paper 

VIII. Details in HA Project 

2. Joint HA Data Questionnaire Dist. 

• APNHAN (13 countries) 
• Bangladesh, China, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal. 

Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Samoa, Singapore, 
Sri Lanka, Thailand, Tonga, Vietnam 

• OECD (4 countries) 
• Australia, Japan, Korea, New Zealand 

• RCHSP (2 economies) 
• Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong SAR 



3. Green Paper Pilots 

• RCHSP (5 countrIes I economIes) 
Bangladesh. Chinese Taipei. Hong Kong SAR. Sri 
Lanka. Thailand 
Including 3 more countries from Malaysia. 
Mongolia. Nepal. Philippines. and Samoa 

4. Annual Meeting (2) 
The 2nd Joint CECD/Korea RCHSP-APNHAN 

Meeting of Health Accounts Experts on Jul. 27 to 28. 2006 

Agenda: Joint Data Collection efforts on HA 
and Strengthening Regional erd National Capacity for HA 

~lof34particIP~ 
• Asian Countries 
- 204 from 15 countries 
: Bangladesh. Chinese Taipei. 

Hong Kong SAR, Indonesia, 

Kyrgyz Republic, Malaysia, 

Mongolia. Nepal. Philippines. 
Srllonka. Thalland, Tonga, 
Australia. Japan. Korea 

• International Organisation., 
-'0 from 8 institutions 

: AoB. APNHAN.ILO. OECo. 
UNESCAP. WHO-Geneva. 
WHD-WPRO. RCHSP 

IX. Time Table for 2006 

• 2006 
May. 19. 
July. 4. 

Distribution of Groen Paper lormat 
Distribution of Joint HA Questionnaire 

Jul. 26. Technical Workshop for Regional Health 
Account. Experts 

Jul. 27-28. 2nd Joint DECO/Korea RCHSP-APNHAN 
Meeting of Health Accounts Exports 

Aug. 26. Deadline for Questlonnalre and Green 
paper 

Dec. 10. Completion of an Working Paper 
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4. Annual Meeting (1) 
The 1 sl Joint CECD/Korea RCHSP-APNHAN 

Meeting of Health Accounts Experts on Dec. 4 to 6. 2005 

Agenda: ColI,ctlon of Standardlz..d HA Data 
and Production of Working Paper acrOlI! Asian Countries 

I 

~I of 31P.rtICIP~ 
• Asian CoLlntrloa • International Organll.tlona 
- 22 from 15 countries -9 from 7 Institutions 
: Bangladesh, China, Chinese 
Taipei. Hong Kong SAR. India, 
Maleyala, Mongolia. Nepal. 

Philippines. Sr' Lanka, Thailand, 
Vietnam. Australia, Japan, Korea 

: APNHAN, ellison Institute, 
OECo. WHO-Genu ... 
WHO-WPAO. World Ssnk. 
RCHSP 

5. Working Paper 

• CollectIon 01 HA QuestionnaIre and Green 
Paper 
• Aug. 30. 2006. Due date 

• WorKIng Paper 
• Composition of an Working Group to edit and 

analyze 

Dec. 15. 2006. Completion of an working paper 
Dec. 31. 2006. Distribution of the completed 

working paper by 

X. Future Plan 

• IncludIng more Green Paper pilots 
• CIrculating Standardized HA Questionnaire 

cooperatIng wIth APNHAN. OECD and WHO 
• OfferIng regular Technical Workshop for 

Regional Health Accounts Experts 
• Hosting regular annual HA Experts Meeting 
• PublishIng annual Worklng Paper with more 

Quality Improvements 
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Taxonomy of RCHSP's HA Projects XI. Expected Results 

• HA data collection with comparability and 
consistency over time and across countries 

• An In-depth analysis of health expenditures 
for better evaluation and development of 
overall health polley 

• Improvement of health expenditure estimation 
to manage the results of the health 
reforms and to assess the health cere 
systems In Asian countries 



Interregional Meeting on Implementation of the Strategy 
on Health flnandng far Countries of the Western Pacific 
and South-cast Asia Regions, 28·31 August 2006, 
Ulaanbaater, Mongolia 

Health Systems Development 
for Economic Growth .. MDGs 
in Asia and the Pacific 

ESCAP 63rd Theme Study 

Daewon Choi 
Chief, Health & Development 
UN ESCAP 

Health, Economic Development & MDGs 
Main 1.0. Literature Review 2006 

• 2007 ESCAP H .. lth Sy.cem. Development, Economic 
Growth, MDG 

• 2006, Wortcl ••• k, H .. 1tII r.oI.,dnll Rev"''' 
• 2001, WHO, WorkIo.-ln .. _lUI 
• 200S, IU, Canbibwtioll af ...... Ith to til_ .conamv In IU 

• 2001, J_rr.y lIadIa, WHO, Mluoaeoaamk» Ind H.IIII'I 
.. 11U13, World •• nk, World Daveklp_nl Report, lnVMtl"" III 

M_ .. 

HSD Approach in Latin America 
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Context 

CI urgent needs of health systems reform (HSR) In the region 
• Economic Growth & Social Cohesion 
• EffiCiency, equity, qualtty' 

t:I TImely study for neW ESCAP reform 8t synergy with ottIer 
LO.s 
• 111 Theme StudY on Health Systems in ESCAP 
• Roadmap for AP, ESCAP, HDS 2020 

HSD Approach in EU 
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OUTLINE 

Part J. HSD and Social Equity, MDG in AP 

• Nexus between HSD, Social Equity 8< MDGs 

• Basic Health Sector Infrastructure to 
Achieve MDGs 

• Managing Universal Basic Health Services 
for MDGs in AP 

Part III. HSD and Regional Cooperation in AP 

• Health Systems Review Mechanism in AP 

• Health Infrastructure Financing in AP: 
Options and Challenges 

• Roadmap for Regional 8< International 
Cooperation: Role of ESCAP 

Parts 

[J I. HSD and SOCial Equity. MDGs In AP 

o 11. HSD and Economic Growth In AP 

o III. HSD and Regional Cooperatlon In AP 

Part II. HSD and Economic Growth In AP 

• Nexus between HSD and Economic Growth: 
Overview In AP 

• Health Sector Industry 8< Market in AP: 
Trends and Prospects 

• Policy and Regulatory Framework for Health 
Systems Development in AP 

H-O Nexus 

Sod .... 
economic 

Assessment 

Normative 

HSD Matrix 
lntegl1lted Framework 

MDGs Eco.Growth AP Reg. 
Cooperation 



Roadmap for ESCAP interagency 
collaboration 

o Context 
• Globalization, RegionalJzatlon, Bilateral arrangements 
• UN GNRES{60{35, Feb 2006 

o New ESCAP Reform: 

• Normative, Analytical, TC 
• Independent Evaluation of ESCAP Technical 

Cooperation 
CI ESCAP HSD MATRIX 

• Synergy among ESCAP, WHO, OECD, ADB, WB 
• Need for a new approach for Asia and the Pacific 
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1St ESCAP Expert Group Meeting on 
Health Systems Development 

o Date: 30 Nov-l Dec (Thursday lit Friday) 
2006 

o Venue: UNCC,Bangkok 
o Focus: Poverty Reduction via HSD but linked to 

Economic Growth 
o Participants: lS experts & Gov. officials 
o Outcome: 2007 ESCAP Theme Study on HSD 



Health Care Financing RefOrm Initiatives 
Ministry of Health 
Royal Government of Bhutan 

Sonam Tobjey 
Deputy Chief Accounts Officer 
Ministry of Health 

Long term objective of health sector 

to "facilitate, through a dynamic professional health 
care, the attainment of a standard of healthy living 
by the people of Bhutan to lead a socially, mentally 
and economically productive life, and within the 
broader framework of overall national development, 
enhance the quality of life of the people In the spirit 
of social justice and equity" 

Present health financing system ( public finance) 

Government provisioning of all the health delivery and 
Infrastructure facilities. 
Free healthcare services to the entire population 
financed through the general tax sources of the 
government. 
Also all the medical delivery centers, public health 
programs are totally financed through government 
budgetary support (approximately 7% of the recurrent 
cost financed by donors). 
The government also finances the cost of patients (civil 
servants and general public) receiving treatment outside 
the country due to limitation of facilities within the 
country. The cost of corporate employees are borne by 
respective corporations. 

Presentation outline 

IJ Long term objective of health sector 
IJ Heath [olicy 

Annex 6 

IJ Present health provision and financing system 
IJ Key financial statistics' on health sector 
IJ Drive towards privatization 
IJ The pOSSible policy choice 
IJ ConclUSion 

Health policy 

Free health care services 

Primary health care (PHC) 

Equity 

Sustainability 
til. c:Nt-eNeetIveIl ... 
b. R."'ant healt#l manpower 
c. ApprTIprlllftl t.chIJO/oIfy 
d. ~..."tMI dl1lfl. 

Present health financing system ( private finance) 

Private provision of health fadllties and flnancing Is at a 
very low level. 
No private clinics and hospltals within the health 
delivery system. 
Only few private pharmacy operates. 
Nominal user fee/expenses are Incurred on cabin 
charges, secondary dental services, X-ray and purchase 
from prfvate pharmaCies etc to name some. 
Private treatment availed by some of the citizen across 
the border. 
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Key financial statistics' on health sector 

Government of Bhutan spends 3.1 % of Its GOP on 
health. 

Tatal health expenditure per capita Is US$39 as 0' 2004. 
For the current year ( Nu. 2,289m equivalent of US$ 
50.866m) 12% of the total budget of Government Is 
appropriated to health sector. The outlay represents per 
capita expenditure -of US $ 81,8. 

Drive towards privatization 

Increasing outlay of resources on the health sector over 
the plan period Is a concern In the long run for 
sustalnabUlty of health care system. 
Tremendous Increase In the expenditure of treatment of 
patients outside Bhutan due to limited facilities available 
within the country resulting In budget gaps. 
Privatization of health facilities in line with the overall 
Govemment polley to stImulate private sector growth 
and bring efficiency In the delivery of services In the 
social and service sector. 
The disposable income of urban population has 
Increased. Alternative choice rather than waiting long 
hours In the outpatient. 

The possible policy choice (private finance) 

a Enhance the level of user charge and increase Its 
coverage. 

D Reduce subsidies of outpatient services by introducing 
cost sharing mechanism for medldne for all outpatient 
services. 

D Introduce off~hour fee paying evening clinics In the 
urban areas (people living In the border area anyway 
avail these facilities across the border). 

o Allow private practices by doctors through licensing and 
regulation. 

D Encourage setting up of private hOSPitals as in other 
sectors. 

o Introduce medical insurance schemes. 

Plan outlay in health sector in millions 
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The possible policy choice (public finance) 

Improve effidency In government hospitalS by 
outsourcing some of the non·cllnical services. 
Transform the National Referral Hospital to a corporate 
body with full financial and management autonomy for 
operational efficiency and to build Its own resources with 
an objective to gradually down sIze government financial 
support. 
Introduce selectfve cost sharing mechanism for patients 
referred outside for treatment ( subsidize the cost). 

Conclusion 

CJ The preliminary reform study initiatives t~ken by the 
Ministry of Health. 

o The Initiatives needs further In-depth study in light of the 
soclo~econQm'c consideratIons of the country. 

o A dialogue with various stake holders Involving the 
Ministry of Heolth, Ministry of Finance, hospital 
administrations and medical profesSionals, etc. 

o Finally the Implementation of the Initiatives needs policy 
decision by the government. 



Health Equity Funds in 
Cambodia 

Dr Sok Kanha 
Department of Planning and Health Information 

Ministry of Health 

Health Equity Fund's Role 

• Financing strategy 

• Provider payment strategy 

• Mandate for civil society 

Existing HEFS in Cambodia 

.... 
Blt 1 .. .-

"" I\IN) 

IN I IN "'" 

""" Ill'" vso ., 
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Co nentBud Itt 

Govemrnent of Belgium 

HSSP (ADB, WB, OFIO) 

USAID 
675,000 US$Iy 

EU. tiNI. SR,C, UNICEF, VSO 

.50,000 USSIy 

350,000 USSIy 

AOB lI~tthrough HSSP 1,aoa,ooa US$fot3,..,a 

RoyalGovflmrT*llGfCM1!bociI 130,000 US$for 
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What is a Health Equity 
Fund? 

• A mechanism allowing 

~ funding to be 
channelled through a 
local Implementer to 
pay for health care l LocallmplementerJ 
and associated costs 
for the poor / 1 

Purchasing 
Identifteation of services 

poor r-- from 
households Hea~h Providers 

Required HEF capacity 

• Funding I Fund raising 
• Administration 
.Third party contractual agreement with 

service providers 
• Medical skills (overview quality of care) 
• Social work skill 
• Community networking 

Overview of selected Equity 
Funds - URC 
• B Equity Funds covering +/-500,000 people In 6 

provinces 
• 0.9 -1.9 US$/caplta/y, 30-40US$/patlent!y 
• Pre' and Post-Identlflcatlon of beneflclaries 
• Benefit pockage at Referral Ho~pltal 

c.tegory .. Medical Tronoport Food 
care - -" 

Very Poor Yes Yes Yes 
Poor yes Yes No 
Marginal Poor Yes No No 
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Overview of selected Equity 
Funds - HNI 
• 5 Provinces 
• 10-31 US$/p.tlent/y 
• Post-Identification of benefidarles 
• Benefit package at Referral Hospital and selected 

health centers ... "", Preah SdKI'! ",.- ~-.. 1oI0000uldfi "-a.nakM ~ ..... , 
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Overview of selected Equity 
Funds - UNICEF 

• 1 Province 
• Pre-identification 
• 0.05 U5$/capita/year, 16 U5$/patient/year 
• Benefit package at Referral Hospital 

• User fees 
• Transportation 
• Food 

-> For all pre-identified households 

Sotnikum RH CHEF) 

Overview of selected Equity 
Funds - BTC 

• 3 Provinces 
• 0.14-0.19 US$/caplta/y, 12-24 US$/patlent/y 
• Benefit package at Referral Hospital 

Item Extremely Poor Poor Near Poor 

User fees 100% 75% 75% 

Transportation 100% 75% Exceptional CIte 

Food allowance 100% 75% 
Funeral ~CI!ptlONII QISe ExOilptional e_ 

Other items Clse by case No 

Study of Access to Health Services 
by Peter Annear and David Wilkinson 
Supported by AusAIO, ~Mrr and WHO Cambodia 

No 
No 

No 

1. Introduction of HEFs increases utilization of 
services by the poor without decreasing 
utilization by fee paying patients, .. 

• Ex of Sotikum in 5iem Reap (BTC. former 
MSF) 

• Ex of Svey Reng Provincial Hospital 
(UNICEF) 

Svay Rieng PH CHEF) 
UNICEF dati 

Utilisation and EF 
~~r---------~==~~~~-------------' 
" ... +-I.;;;;;;;;.-::;::;;r-------------------------,,..I ..... 

f'-
~ 12000 +-:=~===~====~[==~ i " ... +-
~ .... j-------------
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Study of Access to Health Services 
by Peter Annear and David Wilkinson 
Supported by AuSAID, RMIT and WHO Cambodia 

2. Utilization increases sharply in early stages 
and then stabilizes 

• Comparison of Mung Russey and 
Sotnikum 

Study of Access to Health Services 
by Peter Annear and David Wilkinson 
Supported by AusAID, RMIT and WHO Cambodia 

• Coverage levels by Health Equity Funds meet the 
needs of poor households 

National Framework for Monitoring 
and Implementation of Equity Funds 

• In the past EFs have been funded by major 
international agencies and managed 
independentlY from the Ministry of Health 

• Currently MoH is putting a lot of effort in the 
coordination and national monitoring and 
evaiuation of EFs, including government 
funding. 

• The NMIF allows for three models of 
implementation and provides a framework for 
monitoring the schemes 

... ... ... 
i 300 • 11 210 .. 
,E 200 
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ci 150 
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Utilization: Effect of HEF 
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National EF framework (Model 2) 

Performance indicators in the NMIF 

General EF perforrnanCG 

• % poor individuals p~-fderttifl8d 
• % EF beneflcia08s; 
• % deliveries with EF subSidy. 

Quality Indlcator$ 

• Informal payments at facility 
• Score of quality perception of EF= 

beneflciaJies (Waiting time, 
Cleanliness of Facility, Steff 
Behavior) 

Complln.Oft EF vers. non-EF patienta 

• ALOS 
• Av .... ge toet pel' n08pitallzation 

BIS.hcIv.~ 

• Number of complaints by po1llllnllel EF 
'*'encialiet for ucluaion or 
InculDn 

Community CMltruch .~tlvtlnel' 
Peft'entage of poor who MOW about 
the EF eJtiltenoe 

• Pe~entag. of EF beneflclarie, wt10 
know their ''"1ftIements 

National EF framework (Model 3) 

8 
Disbu~_nl Ministry of H .. 1th . f~::::7:c:::J "- ! ~ 
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EF Implementers ..-1(1-,. 
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01'0<,.1>000_ .... _.. __ ,_ 1.......,. ....... "" ... _000_ 
I :::::: ___ ~ DIII"Oo_oI_l~ NHs """.-.... 

Next steps 
• Implementation of the framework 
• 10-11 additional districts covered by ADB 

through HSSP 
• Government funding available Q3 2006 to cover 

additional districts 

• Linkage with CBHI: 
• Harmonization of benefit packages 
• Common quality assurance programs 
• Associate to strengthen purchasing function 
• EF operators evolving to become CBHI lmplementers 
• EF funding to purchase insurance cards instead of 

health services 



The New Rural Cooperative 

Medical Scheme in China 

Development of Previous Rural 
Cooperative Medical Scheme (RCMS) 

100% -

::I""::~:::::::":::::::""::::"":::"":"":::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
<10% -------- _______ --------------------- ----.-----------------

20% ---------- ----------------------------- ------.---------.--

O~ L -C __ ~ __ ~2=~~·~ 
"so. ,970$ 19805 

'Mutua! help scheme 

'Contrlbution came from Individuals and rural collective economy 

'Cover the medical expense of farmers minor diseases 

Feature of New RCMS 

• Enhanced support from the Govemment. 
• Voluntary participation with household as a unit. 
• Operation at the county level, which could ensure stronger 

capacity of risk-resilience and better supervision. 
• Mainly reimbursing large expense so as to ease the 

economic burden due to catastrophic disease and to 
alleviate disease-related poverty. 

• Local Govemments have been given the autonomy in 
designing, implementing and supervising the RCMS 
program with the establishment of corresponding offices. 

• Pressing ahead with the Rural Medic-Aid Scheme (RMAS) 
at the same time 

In 2004, 
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Health Financing In China 

TQilI.~itulll on haIIh: RM8159.03 bllOrl yuen, III 5~5'111 of GOP: 
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New RCMS 
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• In recent years, rural farmers have to pay healthcare 
expense out of their own pockets. As a result. the poverty 
due to disease has been serious, and urban-rural gap in 
health service utilization have been enlarged. 

• In a move to lessen the economic burden for farmers and 
to prevent iIIness-caused poverty, the Chinese government 
clearly stated in 2002 that ~ decided to establish a 
nationwide new Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme 
(RCMS) 

Administrative Structure 

J 
ProvincIClI~------- leading teams for I 

the new RCMS 

J 

I COnsultant teilms for I 
I !he new RCMS 

I 

County ---------- r:RC::(;M:-:-s=-co-m-m""J-ee-'1 j 
[ l Supervision committee l 

I Office fo, RCMS I 
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Financing Scheme 

• Financing unit: county or county-level municipality 
• Contributor: farmers; central govemment; local 

govemment 
Each rural household ~ supposed to volunlarily pay for its 
members at least RMB10 yuan ($1.2) per head per year 
The local govemment will provide the corresponding RMB 10 
yuan for each person per year 
The central Government will finance RMB 10 yuan per year for 
each participant living in central and western provinces 

• The fund will be managed in a special bank account for 
reimbursement 

Supporting policies 

• Rural Medic-aid Scheme 
• Improve rural health care network and the 

health services provision 

• Strengthen the pharmaceutical governance 
and supply chain construction 

Future Plans 
• To &eeeientt& pilot programs, the cow"ge,..te ofNtw RCMS Is. controUtd 

Jnd;e~to, of t 1th S-yur."J.n. 
In 2006--40% 
In 2007--60% 
In 2008 --the scheme will spread across the CO\lntry 
By 2010 -- covering aI rural population. 

• To il'lCreaSe fiscal /inance and expand ctnfral budget ~ 
Since 2006, contribution from central government bud98t for rural population in 
con1ral and _ provinces wiI_1o RMB 20 yuan ($2.5) 1rom1he present 
RMB lOy",", 
the local matching contribution should also rise 
the ind'rvidual contribution will remain the previous \eve! 

• To sftertgthen the managenalatJd the opersbollW mechMisms 
• To improve corresponding policies and measures • 

to increase the investment in Rural Medic.Aid Scheme and expand its coverage 
10 accele,otBlhe rural heath .,- blilamg 
to continue building up tile rural phamaceutical supply chain and supeNision 
system. 

Reimbursement 

• Two kinds of nsimbursement 
cover the in-patient cost as well as some part of the out-patient 
cost--central and western province 
reimburses part 01 the in-patient cost 

• Rurel residents could simply take the New RCMS's certificate as the 
evidence of enti1lement when they go to any designated medical 
clinics or hospitals within the county for treatment. w they need to 
seek health care in other counties, it is necessary to haue a transfer 
approval from local hospital in advance. 

• In most pilot programs, fanmers could get the reimbursement in 
deSignated medical clinics and hospitals on the spot of payment. 

Progress of Pilot Programs 

• Since 2003, the new RCMS pilot program has started to kick off in various 
regions. By the end of June,2006: 

a total of 1,399 counties had conducted experiments on the new 
RCMS, accounting for 48.88% of the aggregate number of counties in 
China 
396 million fanme~ are attracted to the Scheme. 
the total contributions amounted to RMB 22.72 billionyuan 

• The nell' RCMS operatiOnal mechanism has been primarily put into place. 
• The nell' RCMS has proved ,..able security lor rural population. 

• As of the end of of June,2006, a total of 282 million person-times had 
received reimbursement with the aggregate expenditure of RMB 14.41 
billion (S1.1b) from this Scheme. 

• The poor households have had better access 10 heaKh care 



Health Financing in the 
Federated States of Micronesia 

Marcus Sarno 
Assistant Secretary 

FSM National Government 
Department of Health, Education and Social Affairs 

General Policy on Health Financing 

• Decentralized funding to states through 
government hospitals 

• A nominal user fees at each hospital 

• One National Health Insurance program 
(MiCare) 

• Two states specific health insurance plans: 
Chuuk and Pohnpei 

A nominal user fees at each hospital 

• A reasonable standardized fee schedule for 
services in place for each hospital in place 

• Means to recover portion of costs 

• Establishment of fees leverage to negotiate 
reimbursement from National Health 
Insurance 

Annex 6 

Geography 

r--=---------, " Federal government 
with four states (Yap, 
Chuuk, Pohnpei, 
Kosrae) 

" 107,000 people 
• 59% of population is 

15 years and older 
" Health per capita 

range from $91-$159 
US Dollars 

Decentralized funding to states 
through government hospitals 

• Every person is entitled to receiving health 
care hospitals can provide 

• Cannot deny service based on financial 
ability to pay 

• An estimated annual budget of US$16 
million to run 4 hospitals (FSM pop 110,000) 

• State independently operate and manage 
their hospitals 

One National Health Insurance 
Program (MiCare) 

" Created by National law 

• Prepayment group membership of 21 ,000 

• 58%-42% ratio of employer to employee share of 
premium 

" Allows members to choose option for coverage 

" Has exclusions and limitation on benefit and 
coverage 

" When in-country hospitals cannot provide care, 
members referred outside 
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One National Health Insurance 
Program (MiCare) ...... 

• Move to make national enrollment 
mandatory 

• Move to apply certain sin tax to its revenue 
pool 

• Currently reassessing its benefits and 
premium structure 

• Open to formal sector employment 
• Annual operating budget of US $5 million 

Issues and Challenges 

• Extension of benefits to non-members 
• Increasing cost for off-island care 
• Mandate to cover pre-existing conditions 
• State divergence in light of small pool 

principle 
• General apathy toward concept of wellness 

Harmonizing principles 

• Bridging state schemes with National Health 
Insurance 

• Bigger risks pool is better 
• All schemes must have prepayment component 
• Increase opportunities for preventive services and 

well ness 
• Move toward mandatory enrollment for formal 

public employees 
• Sustain mechanism for payment of benefits 

Two states specific health insurance 
plans: Chuuk and Pohnpei 

• Response to need to provide unemployed 
health care beyond what hospitals can 
provide 

• Designed to serve as financial "arm" and 
"leg" for public hospitals 

• Much lower benefits and coverage than 
MiCare 

• Mandatory formal employees (private and 
public) to enroll 

Opportunities for improvement 

• Awakening to importance of enrollment 
• Systems poised to ensure provision of 

health care to all (universal coverage) 
• Prepayment and compulsory mechanisms 

already in place 
• Already a major financer of in-country health 

care (opportunities to cage health systems 
improvement) 



Role of External Funding 

FIJI ISLANDS 

National Policy Challenges 

• Strong Political Commitment 
- Election issue 
- Poverty I rural population 

• Ministry of Health 
- Human resource - knowledge and experience 

• Structure 
- Financial or otherwise 

ANNUAL BUDGET INFORMATION 
YEA. NAn:nW. HEALTH %0' EDUCATION %0' 

BUDGET BUDGET HEALTH IUDGET EDUCATION 
,UDall IUClGET 

0 ... oveR 
MATIONAL NATIONAl. 

2.000 MINI UG,OII,too .... &44.100 "" "'- .... 
2DO' ,.-,u7,iOCI ",021,100 ... ,71,232,I0Il .. " , .. , 1.uMI?,2OCI ,01,120,100 ." 217,H1,tOO iT" .... 1,zw.",,100 "'."'.:00 .... '" ZI' ... 1 .... 'n< 
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National I Polley Commitment on Health 
Care Financing 

• Government's Strategic Development Plan 2003-
2007 

- and proposed n<m SOP 2007-2011 

• Ministry of Health StrategiC Plan 2004' 

• Ministry of Health Corporate Plan 2006 

Opportunities 

• Political commitment 
- Proposed SDP 2007-2011 

• Finance Reform 
- Revenue retention 

- Revenue generation 
0(0.3%) 

ANNUAL BUDGET INFORMATION 

,.... R!ALGIOP "HEALTH IUDGiT 'lIo EDUCATION 
OVEllQOP IUDOEr OVER GIIP 

1 .. ' 2,871 .... ,000.00 3% ." 
191. 3,128,700,000.00 3% ." 
2000 3,70',600,000.00 ." ." 
2002 ..048, ... .000.00 3% ." 
2004 4.674,041.000.00 ... 8" ." 
2008 6,031,171,000.00 2.82% ." 
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Threats on Health 
Funding 

• National level 
- Overall revenue of government 

• Ministry of Health 
- New and expensive clinical services 

• Renal dialysis 

• Cancer 
• Cardiac diseases interventions 

In Kind 

• Clinical service 

- Cardiac and other surgical services 

.40 patients seen@$30,000=$1.200,000.00 

• Public health 

- Screening services 

Corporate Health Care 
Financing Strategies 

• Revenue improvement task force 

• Improve efficiencies in financial 
management 

• Integrate patient activity data with finance 
data 

• Implement National Health Accounts 

Role of External Funding 

• Complement budget allocated for both 
clinical and preventive health service 

• Level of funding 

- 2005 - 5.965 
- 2006 - 5.442 

- Preventive health -
- Clinical service 

4.4% 
3.8% 

80% 
20% 

Strategies in Improving I 
Harmonizing External Funding 

• Review of current clinical services 

• Introduction of new services 

• Partnerships with private sector 



Experience in Managing Multiple 
Health Insurance Schemes in 

Indonesia 

Staphanus Jndl'8djeya 
Donald P.rded. 

Center for Health Financing & Health Insurance 
Ministry of He.,th 

Jndonesia 

Health System 
• Predominantly government facilities: 

• 7,413 health centres & 22,000 subcentres, 1,942 health 
centres with bed. 3,112 mobUe health centres 

• 534 public hospitals (in each district. referral hospitalS in 
provinces). 

• private hospitals: 432 
• Total hospital Deds 112.379 ~ 5 beds/10,OOO pop 

• Health financing: 
• Increased spending from 

.2.7 % GOP, US$19percapila (2004) to 3.2 % GOP, US$26 
per capita (2006) 

• 36% from govt, 64% from plJblic (2005) 

• Insurance coverage 40.59% 
• Decentralization since 2001, directly to districts (440) 

creating power shifts 

Latest Development (2) 
• Membership: compulsory for formal sector. no opt out option. 

informal sector workers will b,e phased in to membership, 
the poor will be covered by govemment, membership still apply 
until 6 months after lay-off or permanent disability 

• Contribution: shared by employer and emplOyee Benefit: 
comprehensive covers also dependents, cost sharing applies 
for certain services 

• Provider: public & private facilities, and negotiated payment 
system and fee schedule 

• Universal coverage through expansion of formal sedor & 
coverage for the poor 

• Strong commitment to insure the Poor, premium paid by govt. 
• Commercial schemes directed to provide supplement Health 

Insurance 

• Government regulations still under developmentll 

• An archipelago between 
Asia and Australia, 
13000 islands, 5 big islands 

• GOP US$ 980 

Indonesia 

• Social & Health Indicators : 
-Total Popuiation 222.7 M, 

80% lives in Java islanCI 
- Population >15 yeaf1l 

159.3 M 
- LabotfOtce: 108.3 M 

(47.8%) 
- 70% in informal sedor 
- Unemployed: 22 M 
(10.4%) 

- Urban population 40.9% 
- IMR 32 , MMR 282 
- Ufe Expectancy 89.4 

Latest Development (1) 

Annex 6 

• National Social Security Law passed in Oct 2004 
• Objective of the Scheme 

• To provide basic protectlon to all members and their 
dependents to fulfill their needs to achieve social we~.r. to all 
Indonesian 

• To synchronize muH.iple schemes into uniform scheme of basic 
health insurance 

• Main ingredients 
• Social Hearth Insurance is one of the components 
• Principles of SHI are already incorporated 
• NHI has a national scope and carried out as a sOCial insurance 

scheme based on the principle of equity 
• Current SHI or~anizationa will still operate, change into non 

prof~ organizatIon, no shift of funds across schemes (in 5 
years) 

National Social Security Law NoAO/2004 

Organisation and Management I PRESIDENT I 
Nat soc Sec COWIoll1 

· be" sing .. _ling c.N 
!-..1ts_ .... WiooI 

.F«proIIt"'lIIiM 

....... . .-" 

..... Soc s_rtty Councl ~ .... "*' 
• NM Soc SoocuoIIy e_ """ ..... _1".' .......... "04 lor prott 
·.f!\ChrGlllulonv( .... ~ ... _(J'iI;AIII ... J.-tft ..... lomr 
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Current Health Insurance Systems 

[Min of Labor) (Min of Finance J (Min of Health 1 (Min of Defen •• ) 

,~,,~, 

....... e ....... @ ............ ~ .......... ~ ..... . 
Types 

Soolll 
(tecurtty. 
Soclll' 

HMO 

PT...... I~ == I~ 
~1ot.,.,. ... 

CO'll"" [ ... , 
people 2.IM 1 
- T,chnlcal o ... rtGht 
_ Flnancilllover.lght 

.... 

The Existing SHI Schemes (2) 
Charaderistics Askes JBmsostek 

Benefits Civil Servants "Comprehensive-, BUT. Cancer 
Comprehensive, no specific treatment, cardiac IUrgllry, 

exclusion. Drugs are covered hemodialysis, anet oonoen~' 
if prescribed within the diseall8s.f'II txduded. DrlJgs 

formulary (DPHO) are ClOWr.d If prescrtbed within 

The Poor: the formula ry 

Comprehensive, generic 
name drugs 

Dependent Spouse ... 2 children under Spouse + 

covered 21 years., not worUlg and 3 children under 21 years, not 
notmamed worl<.ing 800 not married 
The Poor. all family members 

Service Mosll)t contracted public Mixed: public: and privata 

Provider & health centers and public providers 

Payment 
l'1ospltals. Fees .re rHlgotiated 

Mechanism 
Spfleial fee schedules for 
civil slIrvants, negotiated fee 
for the poor with ceiling 

Commercial Schemes (4) 
• JPKM (HMOs) 

• MoH initiative, starting in 70's 
• 22 licensed HMOs, 20 are commercial HMOs 

• Total coverage about 500.000 
• Most of them are not sustainable, conflict between 

social and bUSiness interest 

• Traditional Health Insurance 
• 64 companies covers a total of 4 million people 
• Benefits: some exclusions apply, ceiling, cost sharing 

• Foreign HI companies investment e.g. Allianz, ING 
etc. 

• Mostly reimbursement type, no lock-in 

The Existing SHI Schemes (1) 
Characteristics Askes(1968,1992,2005) Jamsostek (1992) 

Groups CtvR servants, R.ti~ CS, Private employers wIlt1-=> 10 

mandated Retired military personnel, emploYees or pay salary >Rp 1 
Veterans & the Poor million a month 

Contribution! Civil servants: 3% salary for baehErior 

premium _2% of balie + , % govt. No e% salary for married 
ceifings. employees. Ceiling Rp 1 mUliOfl 
The Poor: per month. Not changed ,ince 

eRp. 5000 (USC 0.60) per 1993 

capita per f'I'IOrIth 

Contributor Civil urvant Emp60yees 66%, Employers 100% 
employer stitt eontributlng ., 
2003 
The Poor: govemrnent 100% 

Carrier PT Askes, for Profit, PT Jamsostek. for prom 
Fer the poor: separate account, 
not tor proftt 

The Existing SHI Schemes (3) 
(Scheme for the Poor) 

• Start in 2005, Central govt allocate 3.8 Trillion Rp., increased 
from only 1 T (2004) - shift fuel subsidy to heaHh and education 
sector 

• Shifting from suppty side to demand side 
• In 1st semester. 2005 covered 36,1 mittio" poor people inaeased 

to 60 million in 2"" semester 2005 (poor and near poor) 
• Gov't pey the contribution Rp. 5000 (USD 0.60) per capita/month 
• Eligibility by local govt based on national poverty line 
• Comprehensive benefit package: primary care + hospitalization 
• Service provided mostly by pubJic faalities, private faciHties start 

Joining the programme 
• PaY":'ent: Capitation for primary care, FFS & negotiated price for 

ho.p~.ls 

• Carried by PT ASKES under not for profrt operation 

Micro & Community Financing (5) 

• 70's: Health Fund (Dana Sehat) at village level, 
level of contribution decided by community 
leaders 

• Limited benefit and low coverage due to limited 
POOl of funds: primarily for primary care services 
while hospitalization not covered 

• Not viable anymore, esp. after 'Scheme for the 
Poor' programme 



The Problems of Existing SHI Schemes 
Jamsostek Askes-Scheme for Civil Askes-Scheme for the 

Servants Poor 
• AMra_ .election dUI to • Too ambltiOul ban,fIIa lor 0 Data dilcrepanl1Y of the 

opt out provision .mallcontrlbutlol1 al!slilles: dlfrwenl 
• Large ampioyen ar. • High coat shaM" clue to aSUmlite1 (rom Clntral 

I ... likely to .nrol their .mill contrilutlon •. (Govt Bur.au of StdItIca and 
employee, in SHI (Low start to conlfi)ute for local governments 
Income employees reducing COlt ahamg) 0 Card distribution do. to 
anroied, higher ilcome • HlItory of ralatiwly low da .. problem anet remote 
opmd out) reimbursement levels to ar"II •• ~g 10 1.1 .. of 

• Ratwad private provlders,I •• dlng to poor other machanilml ~ 
amplo)'IH1 are not qu.1ly of Hrv\c ... Naw prone to I •• UV" 
COWlt.cl fHnbumment level, .r. 0 Unequal,.NIce 

• Elcpeft&M proc:edurq do .. r to public 1Ic1111n lMIilabilty' quality 
• r. lICIteowrad tlrIfI (subsidized) 0 TrllnspOftation eoltl1ll • 

• Poor law .,forc.m."t~ • Higher rank civil seMln1l ba.r 10 _COl'" 
low tflroImant recefWI beU.r benefit . Linitlition 01 field." 01 

• ,"leW'ttion ¥All nOll- e Adveru uleclion from II,Carrier 
h .. ttI programm .. ., latired mlllllry pertennel 0 l.ek 01' MO_edge of 
1,,* of Ilcentlvt. to • Forprolltenterptlle prcMcI.n .bout1tle 
focus Dn SHI prttgr.m guiOli'ne i'I • .me. 

• For prollentwpriM prOlllllOn 

The Way Forward (1) 

• Towards synchronization of different 
regulations related to SHI implementation 
• Benefit packages; Civil servants, Poor and Formal 

sector, co-payment, etc 
• Local government initiatives in providing insurance 

for the Poor 
• Commercial health insurance for providing 

supplement 

• Organizational issues 
• National Council on Social Security should be 

established 
• Status of the 2 main SHI agencies: Askes and 

Jamsostek by Oct 2009 

Conclusion 
• Indonesia has long implemented social health 

Insurance, but it grows very slowly due to inconsistent 
ImplementaUon of SHI principles 

• A new National Social Security Law was passed in 
October 2004 to synchronize multiple health insurance 
scheme for achieving UC 

• Current SHI implementation needs improvement in 
benefits, premiums, management, and payment to 
providers. This improvement is being undertaken 

• Strong political will of the government to insure the poor 
provide impetus to SHI implementation and improve 
government contribution in health finanCing 

• Challenges are still abundant ahead!1! 
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Some Achievements 
(Scheme for the Poor) 

• Of the 60 M Poor, 58% 10 card distributed 
• Improved access especially related to cost barrier 
• Utilization rates close to monthly national figures: 

• Out patienl15, 13%, 
o Referral 8.42% 
• Inpatient 0.56% 
• ALOS 4.9 days 

• SignificanUy remove catastrophic burden, showed by 
improvement of surgeries and medical procedures 

• For providers: increased of utilization rate -7 primary 
source of revenue -7 increased Class III hospital beds 

The Way Forward (2) 

• Managerial issues: 
• To prepare and strengthen adequate field staff of 

the Carriers 
• Improvement of scheme for the poor, including card 

distribution, claim process, transportation barner, 
quality of services, etc 

• Provider contracting should be strengthened 
• Reimbursement schemes 

• Expansion to informal economies: role of 
Community FinanCing?? 



Addressing Informal Payments 
through Health Financing Reform 

Ninel Kadyrova 
Deputy General Director 

Mandatory Health Insurance Fund under 
the MoH 

Kyrgyz Republic 

The policy context in the Kyrgyz Republic 

Crisis in the Health System 
- ~acy of USSR hnlth system: frllgmentatlon and poor 

Incentlv •• I,ad to exc.ss capacity, high nxed COlts 

- Dr.stlcally rKucad public funding on haalth In .. rty b'ansltion 
and contlnll" through 1990s 

- Economic reforms I,d to ris ing prices for by Inputs such as 
m.dlcln.s and enargy 

- Shortagas of kay inputs, and incraulng shar. of govarnmant 
h.-Ith spandlng absorbed by nxed cost. 

- Informal payment gr1lw 

- O.t,rioratlon of sec.ss and amclancy of haalth sarvlc.s 

'--'---', ---

Kyrgyz Republic 

Area 199.900 kml 

Population 5.1 million 

Almost 70'k of territory 
are high mountainous 

and hard~to.reach regions 

Almost 70% • rural 
population. 

80% of them are poor 

Annex 6 

Health Financing Reform in the Kyrgyz Republic 
Establishment of the MHIF and move it under the MoH 
(November 1996 - Oecember 1998); small payroll tax 
and new, output·based provider payment methods 
Transfer management of the oblast health budget to TO 
MHIF (2000) 

Pooling of budgetary health funds at oblast level (2001) 
by the TO MHIF 

National rall-out of the Single payer system (2001-04): 
- Coordina.tlon of budgetary and HIF func1S, using tha s,am. 

intormation and payment Iyat.ms 
- Introduction of Stat. Guarant •• a,n,fit Program and co· 

payment for m~ical sarvlcls 

Poolln9 of Health Budget at Republican level and 
transition to program budget (2006) 

Integration of the MHIF Program with Budget 
Program (1997-2000) 

MHIF Bssic: 
Progtsm 

1997·2000 

Gajns from MHIF Introduction 

- ~:d"C=~Zc~::I~~/::':!e's 
fot InlUNd ~tsons 

- ~l.ICtion of output~Hd 
psyment IMthocll end unified 
plU.nt Information Iysts.m 

But probl.ms ramaln 
- IrMquity for ps.tiants, .. ~cllily tor 

unlnlu,..d poor patilnts 
- OupllR tion In procu,..ment of 

medlolMl IncI sllppli .. 

- e~g'!t"!rf:t.~~\.:,ed~' from 

- ~d growth of ollt-of pocket .,,.,. ... 
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Integration of the MHIF Program & 
Budget Program into SGBP (since 2001) 

Individual MedicI' and other MNlces have not cOVllr.d by SOBP 

1. J Co-payment 
.. E 
i! c: 

t ~~ . 
~f~ I 

• Banefitl for insured 1 I 

I ~_nlVers~~~~2!t pac,!<!lge:..,!ee primary care, 
referral care with co-payment !tYP!!~ val~~)and 
conditions of health care serv ces' elive ) I 

: 
~ • • 10 
• .. 
~ 
~ p 

0-;. ove,..g. at population ,."", 

Sources & structure of Health 
funding, 2000-2005 

':' I -::...-~- · --.';:'1 
Nota; includes only officially I"9cordild sources (exclude. privata 
spending other thin formal us.,. '-IS and co-paymlnta) 

Access of outpatient (1) and Inpatient (2) 
health services for the population in the Kyrgyz 

Republic in 2000 and 2003 
Outpatient c:.,.(1) 

Source: WHOIDFID Survey, 2004 

'"PlUlinC 01,..(2) 

:~: 
, , " "" .. .... ,..,- .. -- .. -- -

I 

Differences in health care services for 
insured and uninsured 

Before SlnDie PtV-r Nfonft After Introcluotion of eM SOBP 

I I I i 
in.~ 

I I 
uninsured I 

inauNCf ""' ...... I 
• Definition of the health beo:m.nItion Of U. rtgha to 
Inaul"l"" statu. 

• DefInition of Health Insu,.no. ....... 
"-o.t'intllon of funding Hure.!! 

.~Z -~".,' .... ~. nt 

~7 • Dlffere,,"s In medlul 
Hrvioes for Insur.cl 

• Dlfflnmoes in pIIyrnent • ...H2..cnrr. ... no.. in ...-dicIIl .. rvlces 
meth_ (per caH, nn.-bm) for In • ..".d and unlnaur.d 

• The aame payment methods (ptlr 
case, FMr capita) 

Expectation on co-payment introduction 
Formalization of informal payments 

Transparency of financial flows 

Predictability of patlenfs expenditures for health 

Increasing revenues for direct expenses for patients 
(medicines, maals) 

Regulation of access to medical service. for 
vulnerable population 

Better incentives for medical staff 

Improvement of access to health care services 

Implementation linked benefit 
status, co-payments and purchasing 

Purchaser pays: 

hospital base rate 

Patient pays: 

co-payment 

L ... 

More 

Uninsured 

Insured 

Pll1lll1y exempt 

Fully exempt 

I 
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Reduction of out-of pocket payments 
in Issyk-Kul oblast 

Summary 
Comprehensive health financing reform enabled 
reduction in informal payment: 

- Explicit coordination of different public funding 
sources Igeneral budget and payroll taxI with private 
sources patient co-payments) to provlae the State 
Guaranteed Benefit Package 

• ~~~~n~" ;~~'iI~~·~~il~I~':~rg: /y~tary and 

• Single health financing system for enti,. population 
~~~l=tl"J.~~lrsuranc. status (more equitable and less 

• 1'!1"provlment of accessibility and equity tor patients with 
dHTel'8nt Inc;omes and sOGiaf status 

- Incentives for bettar management by health 
providers, combined with Increasea autonomy to 
manage locally (plus management training I) 

• InCBulna rational usa of limtt.d resource. (medicine. & 
l5uppli •• , utilities and etc.) reduced need for pMi,nts to pay 

1000 
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Reduction of out-of pocket payments 
in Chui oblast 

Or .... anlll Other ... p,..... .. ... _ too Info,m.! totlll 

_diN' ""0_1 
.uppll •• 

• F.b.01 
_JulylH 

DM .. oh02 

eI"-,.N 

IOUI'M: WHO~ID DIIohlreeG patIMII survey, 2001 .... 



Community Based Health 
Insurance (CBHl) 

Development in Lao P.D.R. 

Khamphelh ManJvong 
Deputy DireeJQr Ge1wal 

Departmelft of Pltuurlng and Financing 
MOPH 

E-mall:kJoamphetR@.yahoo.com 

Health System and Financing in Lao PDR 

i_ployer .J sso 
I -, 
I 

~ 
cssso r-

-I ........... 
, CBHl 1" 
, o_~c:-o. ____ .) --.. .-

r'" ····~ .. ".M .... ~C P1IblkH ..... s.m-f>"I~ 
i 

1;7.: 
r+ Private CIiDi~Z54l I-I 

.. ,-"., ,,+ .. , .. Private Pbarman(l9451 

~I Fa .... ' Gt· Public Hos!!ital 

User fee history & its impact 

• <1995: health • Low utilization rate 0.1 to 
services fee of 0.2 OPO visit/person/year 
charge • Irrational use and 

• Since 1995: start of provision of health care 
user fees Decree (drugs) 

521PM • Poverty related to 

• In 1998: Decree 
catastrophic health 

230/MoH, expenditure 

implementation of 
DRF nationwide 
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Country Prome & Health Indicators (2005) 

• Population: 5.6 millions 
• >80% population informal sector 
• GOP 491 US$ per capita 
• GDP annual growth rate(ave.2001-2005) 6% 
• 30% of the population under poverty line 
• Life expectancy 61 years(female 62, male 59) 
• IMR 70 per 1000 live births 
• U5MR 90 per 1000 live births 
• MMR 405 per 100.000 live births 

National Health Expenditure 

"I T",ota",'",H=":::'thc.:E",xp",en",.",'"'::;'"",i::.n ",20",0',--_--,1 • 2.9% ofGDP in 2005 

""'"'-
:~~=: 

0.2% Tax Public fee 
10% 20% 

I Source: MOH-JICA report 2002 ! 

• "'12.5 USD per capita 
In 2005 

• Health buclvOt 8.7% of 
Gene ... 1 Govemment 
Expenditure 

• Household out of 
pocket 55% ofTHE 
- 201M! for public tea 
- 35% for private 

.. rva. 
• Donor: 300/0 of THE 

Rationale for CBHI development (1) 

• Low utilization rate • Propose pre 
payment to access 

• Poverty related to ill 
ICBm health catastrophic 

OPO and IPO care 

• Contract public 
expenditure - health facilities 

• Use capitation 
• Irrational health care payment 
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Rationale for CBRI development (2) 

, 
Civil servants and c:::>l Mandatory coverage under 
dependenu the Civil len'lIdt Itheme 

Salaried workers ~ Ma.d.tory cover. IIDMr the 
and dependents Social Secarit)' OI'l .. isatioD 

Lao total. 
I Population in tbe 

I population F l Vol .. ,..,. .......... nd" "'I 
! informal sector Com.Baity Bued Helltll 

IB.-raD« (CBRI) 

10 be developed .. d .Uocatrd 
Poorest bou.ebold~ s".an. , ..... "'., .. d b.d .. ' 

'" (EF?) 

CBHI 2enerai features (2) 

.1 = In 

Are we meeting eBHI objectives? 

• Membership Is growing 

• No scheme hiS facad scandals 

• No schema has collapsed 

• Contribution rates seem to be dordable 
• Utillz.ation of outpatient care Is Increasing, ret,,,..1 ratios 

reasonable 

• IPD/person sttlllow, n,.d to look at local condItions and 
morbidity 

• CBHI has probably helped to prav,nt some families going below 
the poverty lin. 

• Wa are stili waiting for the positive Impact on the health system 

CBHI general features (1) 

SCMmtI Tervet 

c __ 
IIono/il %Cov. Imp. 
PIckage Agency 

l.esS Member ... % .... ry OP+IP 100% of MOLSW 
wtth their -IteArnltur •• "'"' public 
spou .. & of bOis employee 

chnd,..n <11 .... 
USS Member 2.2% .... ry: OP+IP 40%01 MOLSW 

with their • employer 1.1% enterprise 

.po""& ·.mployH 1.'''- workers 

ohlld,..n <18 .c.pbtion 
-"" ..... _, 

3. CBHI Wh ... A"O,OOOklp OP+IP 0.8% 01 MOH 
family 8-60,000 kip Informa' 
member 

.capitation 

Progress - General overview 

I
_ Continued standardised· expansion of CBHI 

I - from 1 CBHI Clistrict SeMIM In 2002 to' In July 200' 

I _ from 332 Insu,..d families In Deaemlter 2002 to 3.6" in July 2006 

I 
-AccOrdln" to CBHf Ngutatio"' and C8HI national tnrmewotil; plan 

_ Continued partnerships with public health facilities 

I - from 2 contracted hospitab in Z002 to • in July 2006 

I_ Continued management and supervision capacity building 

i 

Key challenges 

_ People understanding of CBHI 

_ Quality of health care 

_ Health providers behavior 

• Local ownership 

• Contribution collection 



Future Plans 

• Forward expansion of existing and new schemes 
• Decentralize CBHI central implementation capacity to 

regional level 
• Develop mechanisms to guarantee coverage of the 

lowest income and vulnerable population groups 
• Maintain uniformity in the design of CBHI schemes 
• Maintain similarity with SSO to allow merging in the 

distant future 
• Shift from regulation to bs PM decree 
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The Role of Public Finance in the Provision 
of Social Safety Nets In Health Care: 

MALAYSIAN EXPERIENCE 

Dr RohaiZat Bin Yon 

COUNTRY PROFILE 

• Malaysia occupies a central position 
within Southeast Asia including 
two land masses separated by the 
South China Sea 

• Multi - ethnic population 
(Malay, Chinese, Indian, Others) 

• Estimated population (2005): 26.1 million 

!-lEAL T!-I CARE 

PUBUC SECTOR 

Ministry of Health (MOH) : Major provider 

Ministry of Education/Higher Learning 

Ministry of Defence 

Ministry of Housing and Local Government 

Ministry of Rural Development 

Ministry of Human Resource 

PRIVATE SECTOR 

TRADITIONAUCOMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE 

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
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SOCIO·ECONOMIC INDICATORS (2005) MALAYSIA 

Per capita income RM 16,987 

(uso.,".) 

Real GOP Growth 5.0- 6.0% 
(estimate) 
Unemployment rate 3.4% 
Literacy rate 95,0% (2003) 
Life expectancy at birth (2005) 

-Male 70.6 
- Female 76.4 

GOP SPENDING ON HEALTH (0/0) 
1997 - 2002 

4.0 " 
l5 

l .• B 

25 

'I- 2.0 
15 

1.0 

05 

0.0 

1'" '998 1999 2000 2001 2002 , .. , 
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TEH MALAYSIA BY SOURCES OF FINANCING, 
(PUBLIC VS PRIVATE) 1997·2002 

I 

"OT "" ,,,. -V .. r 200' 

• Prfvat. .. dor • Public: Sector 

,.., 

TEH BY PROVIDER OF HEALTH 
SERVICES, 2002 

I .. .. 

:~I I D " i • .... .... ... - .- -_. _.10_ --.- .... - -,-
Providers 

I 
C ........ AII""n ... ... c_.....,._ttt. .. .. 
C_ll_t. ... ~ _' ..... 

.-.-. 

Rol_ ofpublic financing II to ensure that heatthear.i.: 

1. Accessible and equitable to all • universal 

coverage 

%. Adequate health care ptl)vided 

3. Arron::labl. and sunlnabla hNlthcare system 

4. Provisiol"l and financing of haalthcare Is ","clent 

Total Expenditure on Health, Malaysia: 
By Source of Financing 2002 

MNHACode Sources RM biRion % 

MS1.1.1.1 Min. of .. alth (MOH' 1.11 47,., 

MS1.1.1.2 Min. of Ed ........ jMOE , MDHL) D." 3.13 

MS1.1.1.3 Min. of o.t.n .. (MOD) D." D.at • u 
MS1.1.1.9 Othtr ftdeNI IV-ne •• 0.1' 1.03 ... % 

L 
M$1.1.3 Loc.I authotlHes 0,304 u. I 

MS1.2.1 EPF D.04 D." 
c 

MS1.2.2 soeso 0.02 O,1S 

MSl.1..2 Stat. gowmrMnt 0.02 0.16 
MS2.4 Out-of-pocket on health (Ob.,.r HnIIIrI') 4." 32.82 

MS2.6 Prfvate ComPinie' I Corpcn.tlOni 0.70 6.1. 

MS2.2 Priv •• hNlth Insurwnee 0.77 UI 14% 

MS2.' Prlva" MeO (FOMEMA) 0.07 0.61 

MS2.S Non.proflt ol'glnlsilltiona (NOO) D." D.a 
TOTAL 13.&1 100 

Healthcare Financing in Malaysia 

ContIrIt'''''" PniovWenll'undef COWl'll" 

...... ., !.ocso, !pr: 
'''''' __ '''',un_ Pm.. Htior worken ".d 

J"t. -n ... not If! fht ...., EPI", SOCSO ,..-..n MI'MIm. .. ...., :, 'bIpIoynItnI ADt """"" 
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Aspects of public financing in tile provision of 
healtllcare: 

1. Tax fnC:lntfves and deduction. for medicalexplnses 

2. Govl provision Ind dellvlry of hearthea,.. through 

the public healthcant system -financ:tH:I by tax revenue 

3. Social assistance programmes ( •• g. MOH's health fund) 

4. Training of Malthc;are personnel - doctors and other 

h •• lthc .... workers through the public education sy.-m 

.nd v.riou. govt. training schem.s and budget aUoletlon_ 

tor hl.fth Infra structure 

• • I 
v 
• T 

• 



PUBLIC FINANCING 

Medical & Health Services (In the 9th 
Schedule of the Federal ConstitutJon) 

No body Is denied of health care services 
-because of affordability to pay 

The disadvantaged group Is financed by the 
government 

Health services in government facilities is 
highly subsidized 1t.. ••• IIeoIed .S'JW'lC. .. OH~II"ull.) 

Community Health Clinic 
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National Referral System, MOH, Malaysia 

INSTlT\JTlONAL 
CARE Regiona l 

H0 5pItl.UStat. HOlpitll 

Hospital. with Specll.llm 
In Dlltr\Cts 

Hospitals wlthOl.ll: Specialists 
in Ol. tric:ts 

Community Polyclinics 
1 : 20,000 pofIw..lion 

Ru,..UCommunity Clinics 
1 : 4,000 popul' t!on 

USER FEES 

Highly subsidized both outpatient & inpatient 
care services 

ExemptJon mechanism for the disadvantaged 
group (pensioners, the elderly, the poor & the 
disabled) 

Free treatment of notifiable diseases in 
government hospitals 
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HEALTH ASISTENCE FUND 

Finance fully I partly health services 

• up chronic illness 

ALLOWED UTILlZA nON OF PRIVATE 

SERVICES 

Emergency services 

••• •• 

Employee Provident Fund (EPF) 

Withdrawal of Account III for medical 

expenses 

Social Security Organization (SOCSO) 

Employment injury, invalidity due to work 

related illness 

Government Pension Scheme 

Free I subsidized services In government 

health facilities 

INCOME TAX DEDUCTION I REBATE I RELIEF 

RM 5000 • medical expenses 

RM 5000 • support equipment 
RM 5000 • parent medical expenses 

RM 3000 • private medical insurance 

HCF: Isues & Challlenges 

The need to morm HCF Id.nt/fled In lale1980s 

- Declsron Oft Implementation? 

Issue. 
- Overdependanc. on government servlc •• 

• wortdoad & waltlng time In public faclllti •• 

- The nsed for 0,...1., Integration 

- To batt.r enhance acesss, ~uity • .tflclsncy & quality 

- To Improve further regulation of provide,.. 

- To enhance mobilization of resourus 



CONSULTANCY FOR THE NHFM: 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Objectives & scope of consultancy (8): 
» Report on Issue •• gaps & strength. of present .y&tem 
)- Sauren of financing, level & ceiling of contribution 
).0 Provider payment mechanisms 
)0 Healthcare b6natit pKkag8., COYerage, eta 
). Tho govom.no. ofth. NHFM (NHFA) 
» Implications: Ilgal, social, economiC, sUltainabllity 

)0 Plan of action. social marketing. Identify various 
impacts 

, Capacity development" knowledge management 
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Financing healthcare: 
a process of reform 

Ministry of Health 
Republic of Maldives 

Basic information 

• Geography 
• Over 1900 islands scattered across the Indian ocean 
• 196 inhabited islandS 
• Over 100 tourist resorts 
• Several islands leased for industrial purposes 

• Population 
• Total: 298,842 (Census 2006) reached 300,000 on July 9,2006 
• Males: 151,769 
• Females: 147,073 
• Sex ratio: 103 males per 100 females 
• Annual population growth rate: 1.69 
• Proportion of population under 15 years: Over 30% 
• Expatriates: About 40 thousand 
• Tourists: Over 600,000 per year 
• Population of the capital city (Mal6): 104,403 = 35% of the 

population 

Vision 

The Maldivian population is a healthy 
population who are health literate and 
practice healthy lifestyles, and have 
easy and effective access to quality 
health services in the region where they 
reside which is covered by a health care 
financing mechanism. 
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Introduction 

• Basic information 

• Vision 
• Mission 
• Health system 
• Key health indicators 
• Financing mechanisms 

• Cost recovery 
• The process of reform 
• Conclusions 

Basic information 

• Economic indicators 
• GDP per capita: US$2,400.00 

• Health expenditure as a percentage of GDP = 
6.5 

• Percentage population living under US$1 per 
day: 8% (100% of the 8% are from rural 
areas) 

• Per capita national health expenditure = Rf 
1731.1 equivalent to about US$135 

Mission 

Protect and promote the health of the 
people, and supportive environments for 
health and provide preventive, curative 
and rehabilitative services through an 
affordable and accessible health system. 
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Health system 
MINISTRy OF HEALrn CENTRAL 1 

[ Dq>"'""",,, I 
Pubhc Het.!th 

Department or II Maldives Food -.nd I [ IndUs Gandhi I 
Medial Semce. Dru;: Autboono Memori.l Hospital 

I 

H""'-''''' .. · ...... I ~ N.-.>..... I c.n<tt Lo~!J 

1"";OMI Ho,.;w. I REGIONAL 

~ Atoll Hotpitili j ATOLL 

4 Huhb c..= I SUB-ATOLL 

Hc:tlth FOlIa ISLAND 

Financing mechanisms 

• Government Budget 

• Out of pocket payments 

• Welfare payments and 
employment benefits 

Financing mechanisms 

• Out of pocket payments 
• Rural areas 95% health care free borne by 

government budget 

• Tertiary care mainly paid by out of pocket 
payments 

• About 40% cost recovery through OPP for 
national budget 

• Additional burden of high transport costs to 
seek health care 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Key health indicators 

Financing mechanisms 

• Government budget 
• All health care services are subsidised by the 

government 

• Apart from tertiary care at central level. health 
services at all other tiers of health system 
mainly are free of charge 

• Government expenditure on health as a 
percentage of national budget is over 9% 

Financing mechanisms 
• Welfare payments and employment benefits 

• Welfare payments for poor 
• Huge bunjon on goverronenl budgetl 
• Is It the poor who benefItS from this? 

• Quite often WIll often people are also paid off 
I Pollticalintklence on allocations 

• Medical allowance for government employees 
• Inadequato ffallen sic!<. US$7B peryoor per employee 
• No risk pooling 

• Pensions and provident fund 
• There is no offICial retirement age 
• Pensions scheme is not wen developed and does not ensure 

medical benefits 
• Provident fund savings can be used for medical care but 

since participation Is voluntary, very limited benefits for few 
people 



Financing mechanisms 

• Welfare payments and employment benefits 
Some cost sharing in private and public companies 

• Maldives labour regulations mandates employers to provide 
heatthcare benefits to their employees 

• Only major companies have schemes in place 
I Some have contracts With insurance comp.nies 
• Some have internal reimoursement mechanisms either in full or 

partial 

• Small businesses and self-employed do not have adequate 
insurance 

• No unemployment benefits 
• Some welfare handouts are given to poor people regularly 

The process of reform 
• Introduction of social health insurance for 

employees 
• A total of over 30,000 employees 
• Will be launched on September 01,2006. 

• All employees will be insured with a private insurance 
company 

• Annual premium of US$140 per year per employee 
• Employees can insure immedlate family in the scheme with a 

lower premium 
• Annual benefits of US$20,OOO 
• Lifetime maximum benefit of USS200,OOO 
• Initial contract tor 3 years 
• Government to develop a national scheme within 3 years 

The process of reform 
• Provident fund 

• Not mandatory 
• Each partiCipating employee puts in 5% of the 

salary towards savings 
• Govemment put is equal amount as their 

contributions 
• Low interest rate and hence very slow growth 
• Long term members feel that not much benefits 

are received 
• Work underway to reform the process but taking 

very long 
• Consideration should be given to abolish this and 

incorporilte a good saving mBcl\ani&m in the pensions 
scheme 
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Cost recovery 

• Negligible cost recovery at rural level health services 
since it is provided free of charge 

Fee structun, developed and ready to be implemented for cost 
recovery 

• Implementation will lead to out pf pocket payments frOm poorer 
segments of the population 

• About 40 to 45 percent cost recovery from health 
services at the central level 

At present health sector under lot of pressure to increase cost 
recovery 

• Dilamma: lntrodu~ng fa. for &ervice (Le. increased out of pocket 
payments) V, access to haalth care fot the poore, popUiaflOn 

• Solution 
• For poopl.: UnlWrsai co .... ragel Can it be achieved? 
• For government IlIlroductlon off .. tor aefYiGe at ai lev'" and 

reducing euo,icIeI 

The process of reform 
• Pensions scheme 

• Anybody who serves 20 years continuous service 
awarded pension 

• Some people get 40 years service and a double 
pensionl 

• A third of the basic salary at the time of awarding 
pension is handed out as pension 

• In adequate and does not give any security for 
retIrement 

• Basic parameters identified and forwarded to 
cabinet for approval 

• To be launched January 1, 2007 

The process of reform 
• Social security mechanism 

• Presently very weak 

• Reform process undertaken! Detailed 
structure and direction is not clear as yet 

• Foreign expert group is conducted an analysis 
for the reform process 

• Report pending in government 
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Conclusions 

• At present out of pocket payments are the dominant form 
of financing (regressive) 

• Reforms are in good direction but 
SOCial security nets and pensions should also speed up refonTl 
to ensure coverage for the poor and the retired 
Need systems to enSure universal coverage - employed, self 
employed and other workers 
Need solid legal framew()J1< for Implementation 
PUblic awareness is very low and special programmes need to 
be conducted to raise awareness 

• Macro economic framework 
Need to establish a proper macroeconomic framewOO<. in the 
COUnUy 
Govemment approval obtained for establishment of a 
Macroeconomics and Health Commtttee 
Target to establish the Committee not determined 



Transforming the role of public 
subsidies for health care 

Mircea Buga 
First Deputy Director 

National Health Insurance Company <riI:!K} 
Republic of Moldova 

Main reasons for the reform 

• Low effectiveness of the previous Semashko 
system, based only on scarce budgetary 
resources and outdated financial mechanisms 

• Considerable inequity in access to health care 
• High burden of OOP paymen/:son household's 

budgets 
• Deterioration of health status (life expectancy 

- decrease from 69.1 in 1989 to 66.6 years in 
2002; increase of the incidence of infectious 
diseases) 

Required conditions 

D Appropriate legal framework 
D Political consensus 
D Professional consensus 
D Support from international organizations 
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Republic of Moldova 

eIndependent since 1991 (after dissolution 
of the USSR) 

• One of the poorest countries in Europe 
(710 USD per capita GOP in 2005) 

• Population - 3.4 million people 
• Size - 33,700 square km 
.60% of the population live in rural areas 

Objectives of the reform 

• Increase efficiency of health care system 
functioning (accessibility, quality, equity) 

• Diversification of the sources for health 
funding and stability in health care financing 

• Universal coverage of the population with a 
basic package of medical services 

• Separation of buyers and providers of medical 
services, changes in their legal status 

Health insurance in Moldova 

e Law on compulsory health insurance 
(CHI) adopted in 1998 

.2001 - founded NHIC 
• July 1, 2003 - started in 1 pilot region 
eJanuary 1, 2004 - in whole country 
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Basic principles of the system 

CompulsMty 
Health Insurance, Including premium payments, is mmpulsory for 

on categories of citizens and has a system of penalties 

Solidarity 
IndMdual contrlbutions are established occcrtling to tile wealth of 

tile person, but not to his Individual risks. Government 
contributes as other payers 

Equity 
All Insured people obtain the same package of services, not 

dependant to tile total amount of their contributions 

Autonomy 
Insurance fund, health care providers and NHIC are autonomous 

entitles, indudlng financial autonomy 

Revenues of the NHICfund 

• Payroll taxes paid by employees and 
employers (2%+2%) 

• Transfers from state budget on behalf of 
several categories 

• Insurance premium as a fixed sum, paid by 
self-insured people ( .. 61 USD for 2006) 

• Other revenues (penalties, interest on 
depoSits, grants, etc,) 

ACCUMULATION OF PAYROLL TAXE$IN 
2004·2006 (min. Lei) -

I 
! - /," I ... 

I 
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~ ...- -U ./ c- ~/;; ...-;;:; ~ •• ... 1 

E ;; ?-;>"" ;;; ~ ~t " .. 
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.. /" ..J. - ~ .. - .. - . .. .. ~ ~ 
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Accumulation and allocation 

Payroll tax 

Health care 
providers 

Phannacies 

Current payroll tax - 4% (2%+2%), 
To be approved for 2007 (draft) -
~ (2,5%+2,5%) 

Average tax in Europe -~ 

Tendendes to increase tax (up to 7% in 
2009) and, therefore, Its share in total 
CHI fund (from 31% in 2006 to 35% in 
2007 and 48% In 2009) 

Transfers from state budget 

Y .. r Annu.ll 
T_ _ ... In 

_from_I 
fund from budget _I fund budget expend. 

(min. lei) (min. Ie) " '" 2004 97&,' &51,' &&,7'1'0 lz.os~ 
(reol) 

200s Ull1,7 1139,S 65,51¥e 12,030<0 
(reol) - 1527,7 1001,& 65,5~ 12,04~ 

( .... n) 

2007 1987,1 U44,2 62,6~ U.l~ 
(dnA) 

N.2G.: with im:reasing of payrol\1autKln, the share oftnnSfc:n fum budJ'Ct in IDtal fund 
will decrease to 4"" in 2009, ~ the same ratio from total budget cxpeDdltw'CS 
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Total accumulations in IHF 
2004-2007 

Per capita public expenditures 

Achievements (II) 

• New payment methods for health services 
• Financial stability for health care providers (at 

July 1 - positive account balance of 53 min. 
Lei) 

• Strictly and legally established the amount 
and responsibilities of contributors, including 
Government 

• Efficient cooperation with international 
organizations (WHO, WB, UNICEF, EU) 

• High consistency of declared objectives and 
outcomes of the reform 
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Public expenditure on health in real terms 

(1995 -100%)* 

1995 1896 ,.7 '"8 1999 2OCO 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
"._"l1li_01..-..10l1li ....... _ 

'_""0_ 

Achievements (I) 

• Strong political support and high level of 
consensus 

• Non-traditional structure of financing sources 
(big share of budget funds) 

• Centralized collection in one public fund 
• Increased protection against risks to health 
• State guarantees of health care and balancing 

them with their funding from CHI system 
• Increase of accessibility of health care 



Reaching Multi-Sector Consensus 
on Health Care Financing Reform: 

A Work in Progress 

(Mongolian experience) 

Major HCF reforms during economic transition 

• Application of user fees in public health facilities 

• Introduction of SHI 
• Privatization and private sector development 

• Decentralization and the PSFML 
• Development ofNHA 
• Master Plan Health Financing Strategies and the 

Medium Term Expenditure Framework 

Important sectors, key partners 

• MoF, MoSWL (SSIGO), State Property Committee 
and National Statistical Office 

• Trade Unions and Consumer Organizations 
• Employer's Association (public & private sectors) 

• Public & private providers 
• ADB, WHO, nCWELS, WB, and IMF 
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Presentation outline 

• Major HCF reforms caused by economic transition 
• Major playersl stakeholders introduced the Reforms 
• Importance of multi-sector consensus on HCF reforms 

• Successes and Challenges 
• A way forward to building a mechanism for national 

dialogues to reach multi-sector consensus 

Main players/authors 

• MOR 
• 'ppIiCitlo. OrUHr (ees ia public healtb ,.dUties 
• introduttlol of SRI 
• establi.hmlat ofNUA 
• medium term expeaditure frlmework oftbe BSMP 
• health nnaDci.~ polley aDd HI deveiopmeat stralegy 

• Government eolllmiaioD aD private Sector: 
• privatization and private .ector deveiopmeDt 

• MOF 
• deceatnliDtioD II: PSFML 

• MoSWL 
• reorgaaizadoD ortbe Health luannce FUDd (SRI) 
• HI drvelopmeat Itrategy 

Importance of multi-sector consensus 
on HFe reforms 

• fuvolvement of many actors in HCF 
• Change ofthe health market 
• hnplementation of the PSFML and Master Plan Health Care 

Financing StI1ltegies 
• Approval of Health Financing Policy and Health Insurance 

Development StI1ltegy: 
• separation of purchaser and provider functions 
• creating single purchaser system 
• output and standard cost based payment method 
• allocation of more resources for PHC and public health 
• reduce current inefficient resource allocation and use. 
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Current mechanisms of multisectoral consensus 

• Joint order of the ministries of health, fmance, and 
social welfare and labour. 

• Comments and approval of health insurance 
funding by National Insurance Council and Health 
Insurance Council. 

• Multisectoral working groups. 
• National consensus meeting. 
• International consultative meeting. 

Lessons learned 

• A lick of Institutional mechanism for Intlr ... ctoral 
dialogue and consensus because : 

"".",,!tItion wtth .takehold .... and the operational .. vel IlIIff 
from variOUI "veil of the Ministry wa. not undertaken from 
1M very outMt starting with the .ssessment. dunng the 
dtv.topment 011 the policy Ind during the ........ w aM 
finalization It:lgn; 
oonlun-6on during the fJnlllution stage. wu reoOlnlzed I. 
IlMdeqww to generate ow,.,.."lp Ind commitment; 
that poltey dewlopment WIIa dOM by cansultllnts for 
endorsement by the MoH and other seotorallt.kehold«l 
Instea .. of the other WIly around; and 
oonauttatlon 'or consensus buncnng require •• to,.., time 
frame that was not reflected in the Technical AMi.tllnoti 
provided, 

Key actiDDS to institutioDalize consensus building process 
for sustaining HCF reforms: .I "'8Y rorward 

• Building a relevant evidence base for policy level decision 
making through and periodic ass.ssments and studies of public 
financing, health systems and health financing and social health 
insurance. 

• Improving the coordination of various health care financing, 
planning and management studies and projects supported by 
external donors such as ADB, }JCWELS, WHO and WB. 

• Creating institutional and human resources capacity for broad 
and effective use of information and evidence for HCF Policy 
implementation within the context of a sector wide approach. 

Challenges confronted 
• Many reforms legal and policy frameworks in the govemment, central & 

line mtnistries and the MoH that need to be hanTIonized and Integrated. 
• Many actors involved in health care financing (central and line 

ministries, central and regiQnal government agendas, IPs, NGOs, 
private sedor, dients) 

• Conflicts between DecentraliZation and the Public sedor Finance and 
Management Law (PSFML) im~ementation procedures. 

• Poli~ shift from curative to preventative services underpinning the 
PHC approach. 

• The Health Sector Master Plan approved for Implementation using a 
Sector Wide Approactl. 

• Urgent need to improve quality, tffectiven85s and efficiency of health 
care through linkage with hearth care finandng. 

• Need to improve access to health by the poor, especially the rural poor. 

To address the challenges and enbance the 
effectiveness of HCF Reforms 

• Need to ensure effective multi-sectoral partjcjpation 
through the following factors: 
• generating relevant evidence for decision-making 
• generating support and ownership through 

consultative mechanisms 
• ensuring continuity ofHCF reforms through a win

win orientation for all stakeholders 
• institutionalization of HCF poliCIes through the 

development of appropriate accounting tools 
• system sustainability through joint planning and 

routine monitoring 



PHILIPPINES 

Enrolling the Informal Sector in 
Social Health Insurance 

Octavlno Esguerra 
Shlriey B. Domingo 

UUbeth Dilvld 
Zeddle Vllioria 
Lucille Nleve .... 

REFORMS IN THE PHILIPPINE 
HEALTH SECTOR 

Issues on the Individually Paying Program 

Slow membership growth. 

The program is also facing adverse selection 
Issues. 

Low persistent rates. 
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Basic Information on the Philippines 

• Popu"tJon: as mutlon as of.,.r 2005 with lin 8ftnul growtt! rabl 
of 2.36 per annum 

-GOP pet Q~ (Inti $, 2004, ): 

.Ut. uped:ilncy It birth mit (yell'll: 

.Intilnt M0rt3l1ty 

1,106 

65/7'1..0 

3' 

150 

.Total hultl! IXpendlbl,. ... ..,. of GDP (2003): 3 .2-.rt 

Philhealth Membership Actual vs. 
Potential 

Reaching the Informal Sector through 
the organized Groups 

• 
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OBJ ECTIVES 

1. Identify and develop innovative approaches of 
marketing SHI to the informal sector. 

2. Implement 8n alternative premium payment 
scheme. 

3. Minimize adverse selection. 

4. Strengthen solidarity lind risk sharing In the 
NHIP. 

Organized Groups and Phi lHealth 
Partners in Implementing NHIP 

Premium 
payment ~-"".I 

Ho.p. & 
regular 
outpatient 
(benefits) 

.. 

·1I."",itr'Mnt/.n •• llrnefIt 

• COPIdulllt rtf IECIAdvoe .. y 

• C6flMtio;n • tam/tIan .. of 
memb.r. ' oomlnll/llon 

• Su ..... ls.lon of ,epo<to 

-

• Capability bundlng (lEe) 

·10 1J. ,..,ltloll 

• GfOUp "..,,1uM 

, -. ._- . I ...!:;\"~ --:::- ._-_. 
-'. -;;;-

- · -- - · '.- ~ 
(1' .... 1_ __ l 

- -- I'· ,- . 
- · .... ~ 

... - - · I ~ ,," w 

- " I'~ ,- w 

._ .. -= -'. .. .. 1-

~ 
-~ - t_ ..... 
_l 

-._- ~ 

Target clientele 

Microfinance groups 
Cooperatilles 
NGOs 
People's organizations 
CBHCOs 

MODELS OF THE PROGRAM 

ELEMENTS MOOR I MODel 2 
.001 KASAI'I 

-~- - -.. - --."""....., " 700 - 1,000 

'"- ~~ - .--' 
"" ..... 

~ ... --- ~.ClIhCc:n -_ ... --NHJP IInIf!ts In.P .... 0I'I ...-.. --- SOUIJIem ~ .. c- 1 ~~"""lD, '"- TIIIIrrq.re:: TrIIr*'G. tl!Cmetwllls ....... '""-' 

0It0U, I'tlIalM --'-~ - _.A ... _ _ .. - '" M -- " - •. - --- -- " 

I 



GENERAL STEPS FOR 
KaSAPllMPLEMENTATION 

I Monitoring 

IIhMfit AvallrMnt 

Ipolloy .......... 

I Enrollment of llembws 

I ..... , of Intent & Applloltlon for, ~ber.hlp 

I O'pnIaItion'. BNnI RaolutiOfl 

I p,.~ of OrganiIH Groups 

I PROGRAM POLICIES I 
1. Enrollment 

~ Group enrollment thru OG 
.. Group Size (GS) 

• At least 1,000 qualified OG members 
• Qualified OG Members· are members of the OG 
who may be enrolled under IPP, such as: 

•. IMet/va PhIlH •• 1th membe,.. 
". formerly employed but .hlfNd to IPP due to unemployment 
~. qualified dependent.a who opted to be ~OV8IWd Hpa,.e.1y 

thru the OG 
d. formerly enrolled unar any component 01 NHIP, Including 

IndJgentIJ not eponeored by LGU 

GS may change yearly but only upon renewal of 
membership 

~ For add'i enrollees, full remittance of premium of 
remaining quarter shall be within the 1" quarter of 
the applicable period. 

~ Remittance to be made directly to PhliHealth. 

Annual Group Premium Table 

''''''''''Of ot;~,e~-UM_ -. ... - ...., -..... ... - "''''''I'MI!NT _." .. Ik t •• - , ... 
"" 7 .. ,. ,-...... Oft ... " ... ',,", 

". 6A "HO 1,110 - - ... " .. 1,1" 

". 3A 1.112 1,112 

, ..... ... 2A un 1,t17 

"" , .. -'- 1.121 1.121 
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A win - win- win 
Ad11 ... nd ..... iA 

~ Minimum no. of actual enrollees 
• Not"'" thin 70% 01 Group Size 

... ....... --IR .. IImnc ... ltablltr'. 
Grutv _min .tI'IdMcy. 

Oro., --.I..nt with 
lower riIk of MY_ -

o AddIIIoIYI enrolle .. ahall be act:eptMJ • ..", qUMter 

2. Contribution 

.. Group premium for group enrollment 
~ Group premium shall be based on the GS, actual 

no. of enrolees, band and annual mode of payment 
of Initial batch of enrollees 

~ Full remittance of annual premium of initial 
enrollees shall be within the 1" quarter of the 
applicable period. 

.. Group premium of add'l enrollees, shall be based 
on the GS and band of Initial batch of enrollees 

3. Benefit Availment 

~ Requirements: 

PhliHealth Number Card 
Payment of 3 monthly contribution within six 
months prior to confinement except for 
maternity cases which requires !I monthly 
contribution within 12 months prior to delivery 
Certified true copy 0' Certificate of Premium 
Payment Issued by Phi/Health to OG 

Member Da.ta Record and/or applicable 
documentary reqUirement 

.. Benefits may be availed In any Phi/Health· 
accredited health care flcilities 
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UNIFIED HOSPITALIZATION PACKAGE 
Benefit> Table 

~~~ .~-.. ---. 
- -1.- •. _ 

- - -,.- -.- . .----... ----..~ . ..=...----.. P--~---

ACCREDITATION OF OG 

Criteria: 

.,I No. of members 

.,I Size of assets/capital 

.,I Clientele 

.,I Area of coverage 

.,I Track Record 

.,I Accredited health facilities 

.,I Requirements: 

Letter of Intent 

Application Form 

• Audited Fimmcial Statement past 3 yrs. 

• Articles of Incorporation 

• Registration documents to any recognized entity 

• Board Resolution 

.,I Awarding of Certificate of Partnership 

.,I MOA & Policy Agreement signing 

OTHER BENEFIT PACKAGES 

• Maternity Care Package 

• Day Surgery Benefit 

• Dialysis Benefit for Freestanding 
Dialysis Clinic 

• Outpatient TB Package 

~ Assessment/Evaluation 

.,I Organizational Stability 

• Compliance with legal requirements 

• Strength of leadership. operational and 
management systems In place 

.,I Financial Performance 

• Efficiency 
• Uquldlty 
• Profitability 
• Retum on Investment 

PHILHEAL TH SUPPORT 

~ Capability building 

~ IT System & Hardware support 

» IEC Materials & PhilHealth forms 

~ Incentives 



HEALTH CARE FINANCING 
REFORMS 

Frances Brebner 
Ministry of Health 

Samoa 

Nature of Industry 

• Internationally accepted: 
• Strive to; 
» Decrease infant mortality 
)- Decrease maternal mortality 
). Increase life expectancy 

Financing health care is the means to an end and 
the end is a healthy population leading to a 
healthy economy. 

Health is it a privilege or a right? 

Annex 6 

REFORMING HEALTH CARE -
KEY ISSUES 

• Impacts on Everyone as Health Care is a 
producUservice Required by all. Rich or 
Poor; Young or Old; Male or Female 

• Public Health Responsibilities (prevention 
services for CDs unique feature of health 
care: negative externality?) 

• Health a Cross Cutting Service? Linkages 
between healthy population and a healthy 
economy? 

The Faces of Samoa 

The Country - Total Population: 
170,OQO 

Health Regions 
[! ..... ~ ... E ... ~ ...... ~~ 
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Health Care Reforms in Samoa -
Current and Recent Past 

Ministry of Health 

GOVERNANCE 

POLICY DEVELOPMENTI monitoring 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION FOR HEALTH 
SECTOR 

HEALTH PROMOTION AND PREVENTION 
PROGRAMS 

REGULATOR OF HEALTH SERVICES 

QUALITY ASSURANCE (monitoring) 

CONTENT 

• HEALTH REFORMS IN SAMOA 

• HEALTH REALITIES 

• UNDERSTANDING NATURE OF HEALTH CARE 
IN SAMOA 

• HOW HEALTH CARE IS CURRENTLY 
FINANCED 

• VIABLE FINANCING METHODS 

The Health Reform in Samoa 

• THE REALIGNMENT PROCESS -
A REFOCUS OF FUNCTIONS 
LEADING TO CHANGES IN 
STRUCTURE TO MEET 
EXPECTATIONS 

National Health Services 

• OPERATIONS OF GOVT. FUNDED 
CLINICAL SERVICES. ' 

• DISTRICT HOSPITAL SERVICES 

• INTEGRATED COMMUNITY HEALTH 
SERVICES 



The Recent Past: Samoa Health Sector 
Reform Program 199B-Present 

3 KEY COMPONENTS 
• Component 1 

- Institutional Strengthening 

• Component 2 
- Primary Health Care/Health Promotion 

• Component 3 
- Quality Improvement 

Key Partners: WHO, AusAID, World Bank, 
NZAID, JICA, UNFPA. 

DEFINING VULNERABLE A 
SAMOAN PERSPECTIVE 

• Information to protect and maintain -
knowledge 

• Distance from hospital 

• Cost barriers 

Realities of Health Care Industry in 
Samoa 

• Large portion of population in the informal 
sector 

• Government major provider 

• Heavily subsidized 

• ClinicailTreatment focus 

• Large disparities between costs at public 
and private providers 

Annex 6 

FINANCING HEALTH CARE 

• Because of the nature of this multi-service industry 
it is important that any changes in financing looks 
at impacts of these on the health of the population 
and especially those termed as 'vulnerable' 

• Financing is one of the issues and needs to be 
considered in line with other components of reform 
i.e. quality and .product 

Realities of Health Care Industry in 
Samoa 

• Increasing number of private health care 
providers in Samoa, however, 

• Chronic Shortages in Skilled Workforce 

• Increasing NCDs 

• CDs threat is still strong 

• Need to further develop systems for 
regulating the whole industry (increasing 
private industry) 

Guiding Principles in Samoa Health 

• Equity of access to appropriate and affordable 
health services (Identification and protection of 
Vulnerable) 

• Equitable Resource Allocation Govt Funded 
• Effective and. Sustainable health services 
• Multi- Sector and Multi - Disciplinary Action for 

Health 
• Improved Capacity for Individuals, Families, 

Communities and Country for Looking After and 
Protecting their Health and Well- Being 
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• UNDERSTANDING HOW HEALTH CARE 
INDUSTRY WORKS IN SAMOA 

I 

2 

3 

4 

, 

National Earning Profile 
blsed on NPF Reports 

Salary Grollp Number " Total elUDed per rtaT 

().6000 7,523 41.6% 21,456,293 

6001·10000 3.892 21.5% 31,006,182 

10,001-15,000 2,727 IS.W. 33,101,413 

15,001-20,000 1,441 8.0"" 24,886,456 

20,000 + 2,516 13.WII 106,507,109 

TOTAL 18,105 %13.957,453 
(total 
papal_doa 

170K) 

" 
11.7V. 

13.8% 

14.r/. 

ll.le;. 

47.6% 

HOW HEALTH CARE IS FINANCED IN SAMOA
PROVIDERS 

Population 
based on Household Survey 2000 

Age Ringe Population No Population", 

0.1 27,030 16.9% 

5-14 43,8SO 26.7% 
16-28 43,620 25.6% 

30-44 28,710 17.6% 
46 ... 1",710 8.1% 

10- 11,220 '.1% 

Total 110,000 1DO% 

Resource Allocation and Use 

Samoa's total spendlnt on h .. lth ts high c:omparecl to other 
low Incomo co._ (ST2t1 or US$14 per Capita) 
Low cost recOveryrarttCUI .... y I" the public: sector (3'% of 
public expenditure 
30% of natlonat health .xpend~ allocated to hospital based 
eire and 10% (5.3m) on OVT providers. 
TTl! Hospital at>sorbs18% or THE 
Privata Hospital_orbs 2% or THE 
Private GPs accounts to 2% ar THE 
Most of private .tGtor Ml'Yiwa .,..loGnd In the urban lrea 
Traditional Healers accounts to nearly 4% of THE 
Primary h.atth Cllfe urvlc .. undtr..funded (2% of THE). 
donor asslstanct for vtrtlcal program. particularly for public 
htalth programs accounts to -19% of'THE 

Sources of Health Funds in % 

'" 

'''' 

.~'" "" Sourct. of H.alth Funds 02103 



THE by Functions 

He ... C, .. Function· 2002103 

". 

-'" 

Government Health Expenditure 

Government Funding 

MOH Function 2002103 
Hullh 

Jldmili.nMOl1 Hnltl R.laled 
Prellllnllon.nd 8% 
publichealll 

ul"lice, ,. 
Phamaceutical and ..... , ..... , .. O\erseas TreQn&nt 

Care ,,. 
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Trends in Total Health Expenditures, 
1998/99 - 02/03 

DTttaI D::ras IICIIJ't:eS 

.TCialIli_so.roes 
GlTotallliJlicaa.n::e& 

Ministry of Health 
MOH Sauro .. of HNIttI 'uncl. 2002-2003 

Q Treasury tom Budget 

.Treasury br OVT 

OUso~F&e5 

• sees 

MOH Public Health and Curative Health 

U_"O'IMeMd 
.... 1I'I,fP.1ICI 

YOH Public Huh .... HRf 
IDOlln 

""-.. ntonofnon_ 

""', 
Wi.otl ...... u. 
"tIt,UcH .. 11II .. -.. 

hilling.'''_ 
",""onl'l4l' ,. 
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Three strategic approaches to improve the 
allocation and utilization of health resources for the 

Samoan health sector. These are: 

• Reallocating funds in favor of more cost-effective 
interventions 

• Improving the planning, management and 
provision of health services (efficiency and 
effectiveness) 

• Increasing fees and decreasing subsidy 
(individuals responsibility to protect health) 

• Strengthening Health Promotion and Prevention 
Campaigns- involve communities 

• CURRENT COSTS OF PUBLIC AND 
PRIVATE HEALTH CARE 

Cost for Service at Public Facilities 

• Primary care outpatient services and dental consultation 
services at the National Referral Hospital are charged 
$0.50 during working hours and $2.00 after working hours 
weekends and holidays. 

• Secondary care (hospital) services are charged at $4 per 
day per public bed. 

• Access for children less than 5 years are free of charge for 
outpatient services. 

• Most govt funded primary and preventive health services 
are provided free of charge; these include; immunization 
services, antenatal care and communicable disease 
surveillance and monitoring. 

Findings from 2 surveys 

People have indicated a willingness to pay more for health care 8S long 
as they are guaranteed Improved quality Of services. 

Govemment with support of donors is currently investing significant 
resources towards upgrading both capital Infrastructure and planning 
for services. 

In the short term (next 2-3 years) User fees are seen as the easier way 
to Increase contributions 01 users It Is easy to administer, will require no 
new systems, and will get peopte used to the idea of being more 
responsible for health care coats. 

• Move towards a insurance scheme In the medium term. 

Samoa Senior Citizens Benefits Fund 

• Samoan citizens who reach sixty-five years and 
above, resided continuously in Samoa for a period 
of at least three months prior to the date of his/her 
application are entitled to the following HEALTH 
benefits: 

• Free health care at all public facilities mainly those 
managed by the NATIONAL Health services. It 
includes free consultations, drugs and inpatient 
treatment 

Cost for service at public facilities 

• Access to diagnostic services in the public 
sector is covered under the outpatients 
consultation fee ($STO.50 or $2.00) and 
inpatient fee of SST 4.00 per day. 

• Patients referred from the private health 
sector also access diagnostiC services at the 
public facilities free of charge. 



Cost for service at public facilities 

Drugs at the government phannacies and faCilities are 
charged at 100% of cost plus 10% mark up. But because 
government bulk purchases its pharmaceutical supplies, 
actual cost of drugs to consumers is relatively low 
compared to cost of similar drugs at the private 
phannacies. Cost of drugs in government faCilities range 
from $STO.02 sene to $232 per drug. 

Treatment and drugs for certain diseases (mainly chronic 
communicable (Tuberculosis, Typhoid, Leprosy etc) and 
non-communicable diseases (diabetes, hypertension etc) 
are exempted from charges 

Cost for service at private facilities 

• Private medical clinics charge between 
$25 - 150 for outpatient and specialist 
consultation. 

• The private hospital charges about $ST 850 
per bed per night 

• Private pharmacy charges are twice and in 
some case three times as much as the 
public pharmacy 

TaaM 2: NunlbM fit IIIpa-.mAIIIIIIIs,Ion, Typec of AdmlAlon and C"C ""MRI'Y CJOMoG1J 

",,_ •• r Cenol' ,-'-' _.rc .. __ 

, .. _a... ........ ... - --. 
ChlLlt .. ,,~ ",PN ,m 

6·1. u. ...".,. 6l,lSl ,. 
l.Ln 

W_15-oIt "" '.m ... ,~ 
1,~' 

~SO-19 --
"W 14,On 6,IU,6J' __ "'" ____ h~_ . ....,_ .. _tt .. __ ... ......_..c .... Iot .... ,_...._ 

~_-_ .... ·IIQH 
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Cost for service at public facilities 

• Cost per day of hospitalization was $ST 312 
( April 2003) 

• Average cost per operation was $ST1250 
(April 2003) 

• Cost per ambulatory consultations was $ST 
18.83 (August 2000) 

rlbl. 2: Number of Qutp.t:lent Vlslb, COlts and eost Reoov.ry (2000.(11) 

c.. ...... Otdp_ m.nl u.,,~ ..... 1 .........0. ........ ) 
..... 'H.w.! 11.11" ....... ,.~ 111.139 •• 111 

.... "" JUSI IoIUI' 11,1" _ .. 
, ... ~ ....... ~",. --.... 

"""U' ..... 
10..,..: NHAoo.Gl 
H"II"~I_bInoluolo1T2.oe7.i!11"""1""oep&aa._ST_"'"DlMrO\llplllilnt ..... 

Options 

• Health Care Financing Reform 
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Setting of criteria used to assess 
financing reforms 

Equity 
• Services Covered 

Efficiency 
• Quality of Service 
• Universal Coverage 

Choice of Provider 
Cultural Appropriateness 

• Administrative Feasibility 
Political Feasibility 

• Sustainability 
Cost Containment 

• Impact on accessibility 

ISSUES 
Any financing mechanism considered shouJd take into account the 
effect It will have on the disposable incomes of households. 

Current cost of living, high demand for utilization of funds (family, 
church and village obligations) means that the average Samoan 
household may be facing difficulties meeting the baSIC needs of their 
households. 

Irrespective of the financing option chosen - increased user fees, 
social t1ealth insurance or Medisave - the govemment will need to 
continue to be the primary financier and provider of health servlcas .in 
Sam Os. The goal of the financing option chosen should not jeoparchze 
the ability of the government to perfonn this role, 

A Reformed Heatth Financing system should not victimize anyone's 
ability to access health care. 

Govt has perpetuated dependency mentality in order to change need to 
do gradually 

IMPORTANT 

Any attempts to re look at new ways to finance health care 
services should consider the unique characteristics of each 
country for example: 

» People in formal and informal sector 
» The levels of salarieslwages 
» How to deal with the vulnerable (definition in terms of 

ability to pay) 
» What to cover under any insurance scheme ie public 

andlor private sector?; how to deal with informal sector?; 
outpatient and inpatient?; curative and public health 
(implications on public health especially CDs?) 

FACTS - Increasing User Fees 

• Important that this be done gradually (nature of 
income levels) 

• Mechanisms already in place to bill and collect 
• Least painful way to introduce more realistic user 

pay mentality 
• Promotes more participation in preventing illness 

or need for hospital care 
• Government will still need to payout of general tax 

fund a subsidy 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Gavemment continue: to be the ~ain funcier of the health system mainly 
through general taxes because it provides more ClCW8rBpe however 
slowly increase user fees and look at community 0" SOCial insurance for 
longer tenn - Always Important to look et impact of this on vulnerable 
groups and look at alternative ways to deal with these (current program 
with MWCSD) 

Increase contribution to OVT (pay fare lesser cost) 

Encourage people 10 utHise private health insurance in line with new 
hospital and growing number of GPs 8S alternative to public care 

There is 8 need to improve the utilization of health resources - more 
effIclency and effectiveness. Eg, cut down on overhead costs and 
indirect costs of care. There is a need to reallocate funding between 
different levels of care. 

Govemment to vigor:ous1y encourage indivi~ual and community 
responsibility for thetr health, health promotion and prevention programs 
- minimize need for treatment! 



Universal Health Care Coverage 
Experience Sharing from Thailand 

International Health Policy Program (IHPP) 
Ministry of Public Health (MOPH) and 

National Health Security Off"" (NHSO) 
www !hOP thalggy net 

wwwmoghgottJ 
www nhsogoth 

Situation before the UC: 
Health Insurance System 
o Multl-health Insurance schemes covered 70% of population with 

dlt'feretlt benefit packages, govemment budget subsidies and 
payment metl1od~ 

"""'" CMl5eMlnt low""""'''"' Vol~HeIIh --MedlClla..l'lt (UC) en """,,,, 

"""', ""'" (SHIJ 

'C>OOS) 
\t1I'CoCI\aocI1ro "'" "'" ,- "." ,-- .... _. 

PoDr,tIIdIrIy, -" --, - ..... _u .-- -. --- -. "'" 
"""-" '" "" "" '" 
"""'" ""' .... """ .... Govt bud\lli Ind ""'" -- ....... '" ''''' ... _ ...... 

'"""- "-'" - '-~ -- --

Reform context 2 
C PolitiCal context 

• Strong poaiall w~1 

• Government political commitments, social obligatiOns to 1111 constituencies 
dumg the general election campaign in lenullry 2001 

• UC got full support by public, It eases mandai burden from medical bill5. 
foreseeing no catastrophic expenditUre 

D RelationshiPS of poIltidanS • refcnnlsts • researchers 

I PillltiCians 

evidence t 
based poliCy 1 

[~~_~~ __ M~~~~9'~ I RefonnlSts I Researchers I 
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Situation before the UC: 
Health Infrastructure 

D Extensive geographicallDverage of public health care provisions 
through out the IDUntry: province, district and sub-d~trjct levels 

D Acceptable qualIfY staff and quality health care 
D But mal-dlstribution of publlc health resources among regions 

remained problem; 
bed: pop physiCian: pop 

• Bangkok 1:202 1:793 
• Northeastern 1:766 1:8,311 
• Whole kingdom 1:454 1:3,121 

CJ Inaeasing role of private sector In health care service provision 
(but was stiUlimlted In urban area); 

• ~=I'l:gItaJ 2S.6IKt r1 tDtall'lospltals but 21.6% oJ toQl number of 

Reform context 1 
C Economic context 

• Al'I'omIbIe and I'easIbIe withD1 gcwernment fiscal space 
• No need for additional nvestment In lnl'l'iI$tn.lcture: 

C Technical context 
• In the past 2 decades,. cIeveJopment d healthcan: Intnstructune in rur.lll 

areas. wh4!re 2/3 r:I Thallind populiban IHes -racJlltlbi! ill c:ont:r.illC1 model 

• Experiences Of IIeIIlthlnsulance manll~ement 
C CSMBS - FfS rUJibul'5eJl'lellt model, c:o.st escalation - no go dlrutionl 
[J $SS - CootrKt rnodeJ with apltatlon wilhll'\Ol'e or less acaptable 

QUllilyric.are 
[J UC - mean-tI!stino Cln't preciSely differential:!! the poor from non-poeI' 
[J VHC - adverse selectIOn, finaQl1y not sustainable 

• Strong technical &WI, research ond sclentlrlC baclwps 

UC reform objectives 
C Improv..,lIkl_ th_h 

• RatioMl use ofheallilc:are by level, stlrt flra with Primary Carr: while ensure 
properret'erral 

• Long wm cost containment ttlrouuh ~tlliOn CMtract model 
CI Ensure __ across schemes; equll iICCeSS to care 

CI Purdlaser ProvIde spilt, good ggyam'ncw 
• Purchasers: Nlltiooal Health Security OfI'Ice (NHSO) - design packages and 

payment methods 

• Providers: MOPH and private sector 

• InclusIve partk:ipotoJy govemlng boiIrd of NHSO 

C QaIiI;y: of care .through acaeditation system, utiliultion reviews. 

• Hospital AccredbtlOn Institute has been functioning In the last 6 years. 
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Thailand Universal Coverage CUC) 

o By early 2002, three P\lbllc insurance schemes to'IeT'S 96% ~ 
population, though 4% stiR uninsured 

Scheme Civil SeMnt MedICal Socllli Health LJC,VHC,.~ 

BenefltSet1eme Insul'8nce Unl¥ersal Coverage 
(CSMBS) (SHn (ue) 

Introduced In , .... 1990s 2001 

Beneficiaries Govt. empla'(ees & Private geCtor Rest cI populatbn 
d~dcnb:, retirees em~: 

Pop Ca¥eraQe 10140 "" "'" Funding Govt. budget Payroll contributiOn Goo!. """get 
Triparttte 

Payment to Fee-for-sef'\'lc:e, Capitation c.,..""" 
health facilities reimbl.lrsement 

Main feature of UC scheme 2 
o BE!f1I!flt package 

• ComprehensiYr: paoage iocluding OP, IP, AlE. high cost eere ("rence to 
SHI packege) 

• Personal preventive and ~Ith promQtkm progTilm (PP) 

• Co payment 30 baht (0.75 USC) IS needed for ad'! vISft: or admlSsioll 
(except PP) and eaempt for the previously uc, elderly, chlktren <12 yr. 

o Provider payment 
• COnttea model and closed-ended budget: mix, but caplliltbn for OP and 

Globel Budget + DRG ftJr IP ire predominant 

• Wen th~ht systems design towards efficiency, cost containment (5til as II 
predecessor of Ue) 
C Among I !'N t:lP/llbpIng CCU'IlJ1eS.. ThilUand !li)rIeerS ~ peymeI'l meIhod 

Performance of UC Scheme 1 
o UC Schemes covers the poor, 

half belongs to Ql and Q2 

o Empirical evidence Indicates 
• Pro-poor budget subsidy, DI1S 

Is a major hub or fostering the 
pro-poor natuN of rtnanclng 
health.:aN 

C Policy msg. ~ I,wflst more 
In DHS 

• (further) reduction Ln the 
Ino:lden.:e of catilUrophlc 
Inness.s 

• (further) reduc:tlon of 
Impoverishment from medlo:al 
bills 

Scheme benefltiarie$ by Income qulntlles, 2004 

____ AM,,* ~ '-*' _ ......, 5unorf' lOOt, 

~ .,TlIIIIIItiIMI!RIIMcII 0I'IIce. 

Main feature of UC scheme 1 
o Beneflciaries 

• All Thai dtizens who an! not covered by 555 and CSMBS. 
• The Scheme replaces the previous two pyblic Insy@nce sd'!on§ 

and lnduQes the previouSly uninsured 30% of population 
C l.JM Income card: A tax fInonced free care for the poor, the ~ and 

children under 12 ope:rall!d In the 1970s 

C Voluntary HeeltI Can:l: A subsidized pubic: voluntary Insural\Ce for the 
non-poor operatlIIl'I the 198os, 

o Financing 
• A general en ftnanoeiCl, non-c:ontr1butory, publiC manclatDry Sd'leTIe. 

BuOget: Is calcul~ ar'ld otQine::l on a per capita b&sIs. 
• Budoet for systeI'!I adninlstratlon Is tot:aIy separated from !:he 

heaffh Irmnoc:e fund 01100 It5 oIImount Is based on negotiation year 
byyeor. 

Main feature of UC scheme 3 

CJ ...... """_ 
• Publt and prtdte hetttl .:are providers (accreditation and regktntlon are 

needed to IHIrtidpate the systI!m, though not an providers 'Her!: .cc~l1I!d) 

• Advocates of pr'rtIIry cart netwQriI:. - typically District Heath S'1Stern 
(dlstrta hospital ancla. he!IIlth centres In the district, and requin!:lnI!!!nt of 
beneftclIIr'es to register with this primary aut! networt 

CJ Legislation 

• November 2002, The National HeilttI Sealrity Ad. was promulgated 

• Naronal HeIIIh Security omc:e (NHSO) set up as autonomous body.",." 
separate govenmg Boam, dlefl!d by MIni5rer of Hellth. NHSO Board 
ncluMly pertX:ipatI!: by an PIIl'tresi GO, NGO, experts. 

• Dr Sang .... n ~rampjo.ong is the flm: Secretary General of the NHSO 

Performance of UC Scheme 2 

o Capitation and registration requirements 
reorient -
• Healthcare utilization towards primary care 

level, 
• Better shape and promote rational use of care 

by levels with proper referral 



Summary 
o Really iii k>ng mardi to UC: 27 years (Ue 1975 -> t~te UC 2002) 

o Enabling factors for achieving UC 
• Strong political supports 
• Sufficient health systems capacity and ItS resilience to rapid 

nation-wide progrJm scale-up In 6 months 
• Experience of health insurilnce management 
• Domestic capacity to produce evidence and linking evidence to 

policy decision 

• Pragmatism 
[J No way to achieve universal co\/erage by ClIntriblJtory scheme, 

especially among Informal sector, not feasible tor oontributlon 
collection and enforcement 
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2. Development of NBA 

2.1 Process: 

• Funded by Kingdom of Tonga and the World Bank 
• Coordinately by NHA Team 
• Conducted under the oversee and Supervise by the 

NHA Steering Committee 
• Training of NHA Team on the concept & methodology 

Conducted of Surveys in collaboration with Department of 
Statistics 

• Data Collection and Analysis 

(1). Sourc •• of He.1th F""da 
• Ministry of Fr..nee 
• Privabl Sector including householdl 
• Conors 

(II). Flnanolng Agent. 
• Government Mhlltrlea (MOH. MOD 811d other Mr,inie. 

managing health runds) 

· ~::r·b-:==~~: ~on ~~~sz;,=:.) 
• Donors or rest of the world 

(nl,. End U •• ,.. at' H.alth Funds 

• MOH 
• Rural Hulttll'llCfIGH and dlltrtc{ HasPbl 
• Health CtII1teJ'l 
• Prtvate CliniealDentistry 
• PrivIIIt. Pharmacies 
• Tradll60nal Healers 
• OV8l'$eas Providers 

MOH and Government Budget 

2.2 MethodolOll:f. 

Concept of conslsllng of: 

• Organising 
• Measuring 
• Tabulating 

) National Health ExpendHure 
information by answering 

• How is Health Care being financed In T onea? 
• Who pays how much and for what type of services 
• How are resources for Health Care and Health Care 

organized and managed? 
• How are funds distributed across different providers 

and functions? 
• INho benefit& from Health Expenditure? 

2.4 Fiadb.g. 

• NHA 200112002 

Summary Statistic 

I Total Population 100.673 

!t" Total Health Eqenditllre: TOP 20,057,274 
PerCapitaExpmditure: TOP 199 
Total GOP (in mi11i0ll) TOP 319,006,000 

(9.328,965 USDl 
(91 USD) 

(148,374,884 USD) 

IHedA~N_PvCt!II1CDP: 6.2~ 

I Pncetft GOT bll4d tdltJatUd to MUlutry ofltuJtJr: Jo.l" 
S_1"Oa of Fllu: 

I 
Public: "W. 
Private: Hauscbolds 23% 
Dooan: 1~. 

I SltoN of Tollfi HIJdj CfIn Expetulibf,G by F'III1U1cUr,/lIkI'mediariu: 
Public FinaDc:inJ I.mcrmcdiaries 50-I. 
Private Sector 25'Y. 
Rest oftbe World 25'1. 



Sources of Health Funds 
SOIol~' Amount P,rc,nt P,rCaplta 

• 
MItIIIry.,Rn",," ..,,0.11" " . .110 

&n,a/9ywl'llndl 1I,2U 0.011' 0.11 

Hov."","""", 4,J21,U5 , .. U .H 

Dononof'lltttl. 1,541,11' JU" .. ~ 
,.'" n,OST,J" 'N' ,Holl 

Providers NH.6. 01-G2 

2.4 FindingAi 

• NHA 200312004 
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Financing .<>gents NHA01'()2 

(NT Agents 2% 001149% 

"" 

Func1ional Classlilulion NHA01~Z 

-"" ... 

MOH Budget per Capita, eyolution 1993 • 2004 

,...., ,,.. 
''''' ... ... ...., ,.. .. 

MOH Budget Per Capita, TOP 

'~~~:-: "._ ~,,?~·~;=,,·,:;~~~t 
: _ . :"\.l:::.., 
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Summary GOP, Gov and MOH evolution 

,--------'R 

a... .. .. ___ ioM ... n ... 

~~~~~-~~~-~' ~~ ~~>:I~ 
- - - -_ _ J _ ,-,-

/.////////// 

' 00 ,0'0.-00 "0._._ .... -.-

g..:;:-
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-.~ 

.... . -...... -,-"",",",ON , ... -.... " ..... ....... .- I I • I I I I I I I I 

Summary NHA estimates 
,_"" '01." (Preliminary results) 

TO' OW 

TolBI H.1I/tI EJ;l~d1tur" (THE) 21,969,"54 " ,562,871 

TotaIGO'ftfIIlTl«ltBu<l~1 , 15,860,04 61 80,979,190 

GO P E,ijmltel fOr Tong. 375,856,000 197,618,947 

P,r C.pb El:p.~dltUfel on Health 215.81 113,58 
Per Clp/tJI GOYe!Tlmint Bu6;ol 11,138.12 599.01 

Pfi Capb GOP 3692.10 1,943.21 

P,rcent GOP ~tnl on H .. ,th 5.85% 

MOH .. percent 01 GOY 8uc!~1 10,34% 

THE.I perunt 01 Gov Budll,t 16.96% 

Sources of Health Funds 

Source of Health Funds 0344 

Summary GOP, Gov and MOH evolution 

MOH Budget, Government Budgetanc:l GOP evolution, bas. 
2()()(W1 Index, 93/94-2003/04 

Per Capita Health Expenditure 
by Region 

SUb.4ll,,",_AIIb 
L __ . C_M. ,. 

.-~. ,. "-

~ Eu! "'"I_ & ".dfk I 

I 

' / 
V~ 

, 
" 'w ,-

hr Capita H ... h E.r.pendltur. n uss 

Share of THE by Fin Agents 

.... -'50 

Flnancing Agents O~ 
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Household OOP Expenditures 

Amoum 
"-"'" 
• 1 •• 5e ,,,-300 

1.427.873 
II&4,.S1 
115.100 

To,., l..w.t.n, 
OOP dl ..... lbuUon 

... _.00_ ---_ .. ... :,:::;:,-::" 
--::.. ....... 

3.2 RCAtO.rce A1loeaCioDa 

• Re.sCK.l'Ce Allocation Manual (RAM) 

• Fi'\anI31 (Re.OL.rCe) Dlltrmutlon 

Preventative V. Curative 
Urban Va Rural 

Disease 
Sex/A~ 

00..0_ •• . ..... -
~ 

" . ,,. .,. .... 
27.ft ... 
"'" 

" , 

3 . Usefulnes. of NHA. 

3.1 Health Care Finance Reform Policy 
Sustainable Health Care Filance POlicy. 

Approvad a concept paper on: 
• User F&8 (Short Term) 
• SHI as LOOIrTenn Approach 

Daveloprlg e Deta~ Polley paper with the view 10 

develop • legal FramS"W'Orit next)'981" for the 
implementation of the Policy paper. 

3.3 Other (toticy his.c • 

Overseas Treatment 

Tradltlol'\lll Medicines 

Health Legislative Review & Regulation 
• Health Services PIaMing. 
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4. OtaUenges 

4.1 Lesson Learnt 
• Standardization of definition & AccounUng Methods 

(what should be included & excluded 
• limited Information available 
• Estimation of Household Expenditures 
• Technical Skills & Local capacity 
• Extension of Matrices from 3 - 5 or 6 

4.3 O"ereoming 'he ~haIlengee 

• Technical & financial support ('YVHOM'orId Bank 

and Donor Partners 
• Collaboration wittl all agencies and international 

organizations initiating NHA (WHO/Aus A'tdN/8 & ADB) 
• Local (MOH, MOF, STATISTICS DEPT. COP) 
• Lesson leamt from other Neighbouring countries. 

4.2 l...utanolUllbatioa 

• Low awareness & Coordination 
• Establishment of NHA unit 
• Continue training & development 

• Sustainability 



Health Insurance in Viet Nam 

Health I nsurance Department 
Ministry of Health 

Presentation Outline 

• General Information 
• Health financing background 

Health insurance in Viet Nam 
Coverage 
Financing 
Challenges 
Future Plans 

Health financing background 

o Until end of 1980s: health care 
funded and provided by the 
government 

o 1989: economic reforms ("Doi Moi"), 
affected the health sector: 
• User fees 
• Private practice allowed 
• Deregu lation of sales of pharmaceuticals 
• Introduction of social health insurance 

General Information 

Population: 
GDP per capita: 
Economic Grow Rate: 
Population Grow Rate: 

83 Million 
650 USD (2005) 
8.5% 
1.32% 

Health Indicators 

Ufe expectancy: 71.3 
Malnutrition (children under 5 year): 28% 
Physldan/10,OOO populi!ltion: S.88 
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Beds In health fadlities/l0,OOO population: 16.5 

Characteristics of health financing 
system today 

o Public-private mix of providers 
o Total expenditures on health as proportion 

of GOP: 5.2% (NHA 2003) 
o Expenditure on hea lth: private 70%, govt 

30% 
o Govt expenditure on health as proportion of 

total govt expenditure: 6.1% 
o OOP as proportion of private expenditure 

on health: >80% 
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i 
I 

Organization of Health 
Insurance 

• Single national fund 
• Organizational responsibilities 

• Ministry of Health: overall statutory 
responsibility for health insurance (policy 
design, benefits, etc.) 

• Vietnam Social Security: responsible for 
implementing health insurance 
(contribution collection, card delivery, 
claims review, provider payment, etc.), 
offices at provincial and district levels. 

Coverage 

25.000 

"'.000 

1!5.00D 

10.Qoo 

!I.coo 

Development of Insureds by Y •• ~ 

I /' 
~,a_., .-

~'(RS ..... 
~ 

~ .. .2tIO 

1993 1mM 19" 19ge '"7 ,88e HI.2OOC 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

Y.ar 

Benefits 

Both outpatient and inpatient care 

Examination, diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation. 
Lab. test, Imaging diagnosis, functional examination. 
Drugs and pharmaceutical and medical materials. 
Transfusion of blood and blood products. 
Surgical operation. 
Delivery services. 
Medical equlp.ment and facilitIes. 
Hospitalization 
Transportation fees. 

Coverage 

• Compulsory: 14.500 million (including 
active and retired civil servants, 
employees of state and private 
enterprises, the poor, etc.) 

• Voluntary: 9.2 million 
• 7,4 million school children and students 
• 1,8 million community based health 

insurance (mainly farmers and self
employed) 

• Total coverage: 23.7 million people 
(equivalent to 28.3% of population) 

Coverage 

Compulsory and Voluntary HIllIth Insurance 

Health insurance does not cover: 

Leprosy treatment, tuberculOSis, malaria, 
schizophrenia (funded by Govt. budget). 
Diagnosis, treatment of HIV/AIDS 

- Health check-up, family planning service, 
infertility treatment. 
Vaccination; sanatoriums, convalescent 
Cosmetic surgery. 
Occupational diseases; industrial aCCidents; 
suicide, self-harm activities, substance abuse. 
Medical assessment fees; drugs out of the 
stated list. 



Contribution rates 

Based on individual, not family coverage 
o Compulsory scheme: 3% of salary 

(employer 2.%, employee 1%), roughly 15-
20 USD per year 

o Scheme for the poor: 3.5-4.0 USD (paid by 
government) 

o Voluntary: school children 3-3.50 USD 
o Community based health insurance 

scheme: 5.5-8 USD 

. 
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Payment methods 

o Fee for service 
o Capitation 
o DRG 

Financing Expenditure. for insured benetlt 

Revenue of HI 

1! 
200.000 ,---------.-----4!!~ 

• 150.000 I ~ 100.000 

!;:) 50.000 
< : 
~ 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

Year 

Long Term Objective 

Universal Coverage 
of 

Health Insurance 

200.000 ------.-~--------------.-

180.000 

160.000 

140.000 

120.000 

100.000 

80,000 

eo.ooo 
40.000 

20.000 

a 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

Year 

Challenges and Issues 

1. No HI law (the existing decree isn't 
strong enough to enforce 
participation) 

2. Difficulty in Investigation of financial 
model and implementing agenda to 
achieve universal covering. 
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Challenges and Issues 

3. Risk of financial viability of health 
insurance fund: 
• Increased health care costs 
• Low contribution rate, particularly for 

the poor and meritorious groups while 
benefits enlarged 

• The current methods of payment (Fee
For-Services) is difficult to control 
expensed and easy for abuse of health 
ca re services 

Plans to Reach the Universal 
Coverage Objective: 

o Development of Health Insurance Master 
plan 

o Health insurance law 
o Extend compulsory scheme 
o Health insurance for children under 6 years 

old 
o Study and complete a payment mechanism 
o Strengthen local-level health system 
o Further infonmation and communication 
o Improve health service quality 

Challenges and Issues 

4. Ability of response of the health 
care facilities: 
• Physical infrastructure and human 

resource are poor and limited, esp. in 
local level and in mountainous areas 
resulting in low quality of care for the 
insured. 



Outline to develop the strategic 
action framework to improve 

overall health financing 
arrangements in various 
socioeconomic settings 

Outline of the strategic action framework 
EnSllring adequate and sustainable beAlth care 
financing 
rtlOIIJl:e mobilization from traditiollil and DOn traditIOnal raourul 
creating l\lJlainab1c f11ell5?ICC for bQlllI in national budt!;cu 
lmprovint; imcr-loctor col\lboutionlnd coordination 

ReduciDg OOP expenditure and fiDucial barriers 
Promotinc equity in fiaancq. ..:cep,iDg aod uUiluliOb 1)( cvices 
iU:hicVlll& uniVClRJroovengc.nd Icceu to nccca.ry ~lth ICJVIUI 
SlmIgthcwng SOCIalAfety and IOCilI protection 

Improving efficiency ud errectiveDa~ 
TraNLatint IUotional bcahh pali.:iesllltO opcntiOlll.l budseu And plaili 
s~ ~paelbea iD J'noUiU plallning. IIIlDtpmtDl &Ad 

"""""'" DcwlopUlJ Detworu for belt practices, eV!dence and knowledge_baring 

Reducing OOP expenditure and financial 
barriers 

&duCing oOP at liMe of use. to affordable prepaid and progressive OOP 

Promoting equity in fmancing. accessing and utilization of services 
• What are the critical steps? 
- What actions arc necessary and feasible under each step? 
Achieving Wlivcrsal coverage and access to necessary health services 

• What are the critical steps ? 

- What actions arc necessary and feasible under each step? 

Strengthening social safety and social protection 
- What are the critical steps? 
- What actions arc: n~sary and feuible under each 3tCp1 
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Strategy on health care financing 

Strategy covers seven areas of intervention 
Each area contains policy objective and strategies 
Relevant actions for Member States and WHO identified 

Implementation of the strategy 

Attaining medium term strategic targets (Table 12) 
Developing the strategic action framework 
Impro .... ing HCF in various socioeconomic settings 

Ensuring adequate and sustainable 
health care financing 

From decision-making on the HCF mechanism to national consensus to 
implementation 

Mobilizmg resources from traditional and non traditional resources 
• What are the critical steps '1 
- What actions are necessary and feasible under each step? 

Creating sustainable fiscal space for health in national budgets 
- What arc the critical steps ? 
- What actions are necessary an~ feasible under each step? 

Improving inter-sector collaboration and coordination 

What are the critical steps ? 
• What actions arc necessary and feasible under each step? 

Improving efficiency and effectiveness 

From iegl:/QIiOn IUId reguJaliOlf 10 appl'Oprll1W odMlnf:Uatlve :lFUcturu 

TllIIIlIlatml nllional hl:lllb pOOCle& in\o opc:ntional bndgm and pllDS 
• What are thl: aiticaJ 'I!:pl 1 
• Wbll actions Ill: Decesslf)' and feasible under I:8Ch step? 

StRngtbc:uiDi capacitic:s iD reaollf'CC planning, mlDllcment ADd purclwiDg 
· WIw arc thl: critical. steps? 
• WhAt lCtiORllarc DCC03Mry ud fca:sible WIder ~ step? 

Dl:vdoping networking for boat practices, I:VidCII.cc and knowll:dge ,baring 
• What are the Ilritical steps? 
• What actiolU are ncccss.-ylDd feasible under cadi step? 



ENSURE ADEQUATE AND 
SUSTAINABLE HCF 

Group 1 

1. ECONOMIC GROWTH IS A 
FOUNDATION OF HCF 

• A.1 Make the case - health and 
investment in health contributes to growth 
- not just a result of economic growth 

• A.2 Documentation of the above to 
convince policy makers 

• B.1 - Legislative bodies, MOF, MOP, 
MOH, research institutes 

3. RATIONALIZING, HARMONIZING, AND 
REGULARIZING DONOR REVENUES 

• A.1 Sector wide approaches 
• A.2 Comprehensive, country led, realistic 

strategy and plan - Med term and annual 
A.3 Discussions - balance of investment and 
recurrent support from donor funds - depends 
on context 
A.4 Paris declaration principles 
A.S Plan for decreasing ext donor 
dependence - finance and TA - inc revenue, 
cap bldg 
P.l Multi, bi, INGO, NNGO/CSO, GHI, MOF&P 
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RESOURCE MOBILISATION 

Public Tax 
Budget allocation 
SHI 
Ext .ouree. coord bY gov 

Mixed CBHI 
Trult Funds 
Mlldloal laving 

Private Voluntary HI 
UMrfMe 
Othor OOP opondlngo 
Other ext sources 

RIsk Pooling 

I 
S.lf-relianoe 

2. INCREASING THE GOVERNMENT 
ALLOCATION TO HEALTH 

A.1 Improve tax collection - effective, efficient, 
sustainable 
A.2 Raising priority of health -

i. Realistic plans 
ii. Making a stronger political and econ 

case - CEA, NHA, advocacy with decision 
makers and the public 

iii. Guidelines for decentralization or 
devolution 
P.l - Legislature. MOF,MOP,MOH,LG 

4. SHI - COMPULSORY 

A.l Study the national context - adv. Earmarked, 
disadv - not progressive and may not cover much of the 
population 
A.2 Plan for compliance 
A.3 Plan for inclusion of the informal 
A.4 Progressive-regressive conundrum 
A.5 Poor and vulnerable - special plans, e.g. safety 
nets, waivers, supp by tax revenue 
A.6 Plan basiciessentiaUstatutory package as 
universal and supplements by other means depending 
on context 
P.1 Legislature, MoL.MoF,MoP,MoH, private sector 
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5. COMMUNITY FINANCE - CBHI 
(VOLUNTARY) 

A.1 - Study context - voluntary cannot be true 
SHI - probably an initial/interim step 

A.2 - Advocacy - risk pooling, pre-payment, 
capacity building - enhance the environment for 
true social protection 

A.3 - Participation of poor will require 
additional inputs, but may be a mechanism 

P.1 - Communities, donors, MoH, MoF, MoL, 
LG, NGOs 

EARMARKED TAXES 
(ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, TOURISM, ROAD, 

LOTTERY, FUEL) 

• A.1 Documentation of health Impact and 
cost of entity to be taxed 

• A.2 Baseline HCF info to ensure that 
earmarks are additional and not a substitute 

A.3 Maybe better tied to promotion and 
prevention or specific treatment, e.g. traffic 
accident costs, smoking related disease 

P.1 MoF, MoTr or Commerce, MoTran, MoL, 
MoH, private businesses 

HHE (OOP) AT TIME OF 
SERVICE 

• A.1 Not desirable but don't demonize -
depends on context - may be necessary 

• A.2 Plan Differential pricing - public goods 
and + externalities have lower prrces or 
subsidies 

• A.3 Plan to use control for moral hazard 
• A.4 Means testing - formal/queues 
• A.5 Baseline HCF data needed if introduce so 

they are additive to total HCF 
P.1 Community, health institutions, MoH, 
MoF,NGO 

OTHERS 

• Private insurance - best not for 
basic/essential/statutory package but as a 
supplement - should not allow opting out of 
paying for basic package under compulsory 
scheme 
Medical Savings Account - useful in specific 
contexts - higher income, higher growth, aging 
pop - design to contribute to L T goals of pooling 
and social protection 
Trust Funds - context specific - prob in higher 
income or resource rich (e.g. temporary high 
commodity price) 



REDUCE OUT OF POCKET 
HEALTH EXPENDITURE AND 

REMOVE FINANCIAL 
BARRIERS 

Group 2 

Critical steps 

1. Assessing current situation 
2. Identify stakeholders 
3. Create public awareness and engage in dialogue 
4. Identify intervention at political level 
5. Identify intervention at people level 
6. Identify intervention at provider level 
7. Set policy direction and build consensus 
8. Pass/amend legislative tool 
9. Develop implementation plan 
10. Establish I strengthen policy making and administrative 

structure 
11. Monitoring and evaluation 

2.2 klanity.ppon 
.....,-(poIiticaJ ... -

A. ?romotml oqILIIy 
iRdudiDt; pndrr oqu.iry In 

fioancil'lg,~lIIId 
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Reduce out of pocket health expenditure 
and remove financial barriers 

A. Promoting equity including gender equity 
in financing, accessing and utilizing 
health services 

B. Achieving universal coverage, access to 
necessary health services and 
strengthening social safety and social 
protection mechanisms 
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IMPROVING EFFICIENCY 
AND EFFECTIVENESS OF 

HEALTH CARE FINANCING 

Group 3 

Step 1: Identifyinglbuilding consensus on national health 
goals 

Ac;tNlty: 
- Identify goals 

• International goals, e.g. MDGs 
• Health system goals - responsiveness, health status, fair' 

flflsncing 
• Adapting above goals to local context 

- Epidemiology 
- Demography 
- Socio-economic situation 

- Identity stakeholders, e.g. MOF, donors. providers, MOLSW, HI 
agency, NGOs, parlisment, legal experts 

- Advocacy, e.g. genera! and targeted to different stakeholders 

Step 3: Develop strategies/options for resolving identified 
problems (e.g. reform of HF system or service delivery), 
selecting strategy and build consensus 

Activity 
- Determine which services to be delivered at different 

levels, e.g. rationalize service delivery 
- Determine purchasing strategy 

I New forms of contracting 
• Provider autonomy 

- Develop strategy for communication with 
stakeholders, e.g. MOF 

- Budget impact analysis for different levels of govt 
(ensuring adequate resources to carry out functions, 
taking into account existing resources) 

- Advocacy to different stakeholders, e.g. providers, 
population 
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1. Aligning national health goals and 
objectives with health financing reform 
instruments and translating them into 
operational budgets, financial plans 

Step 2: Understanding the nature of the problems in the 
system that constrain performance/achievement of goals 

Where is there misalignment or technical and allocative 
efficiencies? 
Aclivity: 
- Mapping the functions, responsibilities and incentives of different 

actors (inc!. organization and interaction between different 
functions and actors of tho health system) 

- To help with analysis of sources Dftechnical and a\locative 
efficiency 

• Governance, B.g. conflicting regulations/laws 
• Duplication ~ adlT!inistrative responsibilities among different levels 

of govt., duplication of responsibility for purchasing (general budget, 
HI agency) 

>Critical to consider: political context and institutional structure 

Step 4: Develop detailed plans to implement strategy 

Determine outpuWoutcomes, needed inputs, incl. financial 
resources, human resources, capacity building 

>Critical to consider: link desired outputs/outcomes with budgets, 
harmonize dtfferent plans, e.g. donor projects, vertical national 
programs, MO\-VHI agency and other ministries 
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Step 5: Develop and implement M&E system (begin 
development at same time as strategy development, feed 
into design of strategy, also used to refine strategy), 
continuous process 

Develop Indicators and conduct studies to measure impact of health 
financing refonn strategies 

Develop system for collecting and sharing information/lessons 
learned within the country 

Step 1: Given chosen strategy for purchasing, identify 
appropriate systems and skills needed to implement 
effectively 

Activity: 

Determine how to structure purchasing agency 
- Type of organization 
- What types of staff are needed 
- VVho Is responsible for governing the purchasing agency 

Step 3: Assess existing information system in relation to 
chosen strategy and identify needed actions and 
determine investment in human resources and information 
technology needed 

>Critical to consider: 
- How to retain staff once they are trained? 
- Careful not to Invest heavily in IT before knowing selected 

strategy_ 

2. Strengthening capacities In resource 
planning, budgeting and management, 

Including systems and skills for purchasing, 
contracting and paying providers 

Step 2: Determine available capacity and skills of relevant 
actors and identify gaps and training needs, incl. 
geographical distribution of capacity and skills 

Country examples of needed capacity: 
Training and preparation for reforms (e.g. decentralization) 
Providers 
Governance (incl. regulation) 
Monitoring (e.g. budgets) 
Purchasing (incl. contracting. negotiation skills) 
Understanding health/economic development 
Costing and cost~ffectiyeness 
Data collection and analysis 
IEC/social marketing 
Communication skills 
Quality assurance 

Step 4: Determine who is responsible for capacity building! 
who is responsible for delivering 

MOH 

HI agency 
MOF 

Donors 



3. Developing feasible networking to share 
evidence, best practices, information, 

knowledge and experiences across countries 
and regions 

Step 2: Determine how to share 

1. Develop regional network, leaming from European Observatory 
(incl. direct contacts and collaboration) or exieting networks in the 
region, e.g. APHEN, APNHAN, EQUITAP 
- Functions: 

• Commissioning research and health policy analysis 
• Collecting and disseminating information (clearing house 

function) 
- VVHO to take the lead on building the links between national and 

intemational knowledge, but should involve partners 
2. Strengthen 'M-IOs ability to disseminate infonnation to countries 
3. De..-elop netwof1( of research and teaching institutions, especially 
on health economics 
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Step 1: Determine what to learn and what to share, 
incL intra-country, inter-regional 

Suggestions: 

• Health economics glossary 

• "Good practice" examples 

• Comparative analyses of health systems 

• Policy briefs 

• Lists of studies 

• Important to consider grey literature 
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1. Ensuring adequate and sustainable HCF 

1) Amount and mix of finandng 
% of government budget to health care 
Health expenditure per capita 

% of government budget to health care: 
6.1% (Vietnam), 8.7% (Lao PDR), 9.2% (Fiji), 12% (Bhutan) 

Health expenditure per capita: 
$12.5 (Lao PDR), $26 (Indonesia), $39 (Bhutan), $71 (China), 

$94 (Samoa), $91-$159 (Micronesia) 

Controversy over sin tax: price elasticity (responsiveness), 
brand SWitch, incidence effect, ear-marking 

3) Organization structure (e.g., coordination among 
the MoF, MoL, MoH for steering, regulation and 
priority setting) -> Healthy Public Policy 

SHI administered by the MoL (MoLSS, MoSWL): 
China, LaoDPR, Mongolia, Vietnam 
-> potential coordination problems between the MoL 

and MoH 
-> potential capacity problem for social security 

organization in the role of purchaser (dealing with 
medical providers) 

Exception: Philippines (PhilHealth as a separate entity) 
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Framework to Improve Health care 
Finandng Arrangements 

Revenue -> 
generation 

Revenue 
pooling 

-> Purchasing! 
payment 

1. Ensuring adequate and sustainable health care 
finandng 

2. Reducing OOP health expenditure and removing 
flnandal barriers to seeking care 

3. Improving eflidency and effectiveness of health 
care finandng 

2) Degree of Centralization 
Single or multiple funds in SHI 
Central or local government finandng in taxation 
> role of risk adjustment aaoss funds or 

inter-government revenue across government units 

Most SHI systems have multiple schemes based on public 
sector workers, private sector workers, informal sector, 
and the poor 

- > potential problems of inequity and social stratification 
(with differential benefit package across schemes) 

Cost sharing between central and local governments: 
difference between Thailand, China, Philippines, 

2. Reducing OOP Health Expenditure and 
Removing Financial Barriers 

1) Universal coverage 
Mandatory enrollment, individual vs. family 

membership, benefit coverage (e.g., service 
coverage, copayment, drugs), uniform benefits 
across funds (in case of multiple funds) 

Population coverage 
Universal coverage: Thailand 
Near universal coverage: Mongolia (80%) 
23% (China), 28% (Vietnam), 40% (Indonesia), 
55% (Philippines) 
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Covering the (non-poor or marginally poor) Informal 
sector Is a major challenge to universal coverage 

a. Voluntary and individual-based enrollment for the 
informal sector In most cases 

-> adverse selection, takes too long for UC 
b. Tax-based coverage (e.g., Thailand) 

-> rapid extension, cross -subsidy for the better
off self-employed? budgetary burden on 
government? 

Need to consider 
Size and nature of the informal sector 
Government fiscal capacity 
History and institutions in health care 

2) Equity 

Equity in payment for health care 
(tax, SHI contribution, OOP payment, catastrophic 
effect on household) 
Equity in health care utilization 
Equity in health outcomes 

Choice of Tax or SHI is country-specific, path
dependency (History matters): mixed model In 
most cases 

-> Mode of financing has a big effect on equity 

% OOP in health expenditure 
54% (China), 55% (Lao PDR), 33% (Malaysia), 18% 

(Samoa) 

Uttle evidence on equity has been presented 

-> Need to monitor equity measures to make sure that 
HCF reform has a positive effect on economic 
burden, access to care, and population health 

-> Not only the mJ of burden, utilization and health 
outcomes, but also the di@rence in those 
measures across sodo-economic groups 

> Design of Benefit Coverage 

a. Effidency paradigm 

cost-effective care only (e.g., primary carel?: little 
consideration of finandal protection, rela ionshlp 
between inpatient and outpatient care 
(substitutive or complementary?) 

Minimization of sodal welfare loss (from moral 
hazard): greater coverage for services with lower 
price elasticity of demana (lower responsiveness of 
utilization to price change) (e.g., inpatient care) 

b. How about equity?: more weight on the poor? 

> PRlORITY on pooulation covera~e vs benefit 
~ 

> Mode (Source) of finandng 

a. Public: pooling over income and health risks 
Tax: progressive (income tax) 
SHI: proportional 

b. PrIvate 
Private health insurance: pooling over health risks 
OOP payment: no pooling, regressive 

> Criteria 
Efficiency in risk spreading/sharing (financial 
protection) 

- Equity in payment for health care 

3. Improving Efficiency/Effectiveness of 
HCF 

1) Contracting and payment to providers 
Redudng the role of budget allocation to public 
providers: introdudng the purchasing in the tax
based system, or channeling funds through the 
insurer in SHI 
Privatization, role of private hospitals 
-> need to monitor its effect on effidency and equity 
Fee regulation, payment reform and claim review for 
private providers 

Thailand: NHSD as a purchaser 
Kyrgyz: integration of MHIF and budget fund in SGBP 



2) Effect of purchasing/payment on quality of care and 
on the organization of health care delivery (e.g., 
gate-keeping) 

-> UttIe has been presented 

3) Health care cost containment 

% of GOP on health: 
3% (Indonesia, laO POR, Philippines), 4% (Malaysia, 

Thailand), 5% (Vietnam), China (6%) 

Border aossing issues: Bhutan, Micronesia 

Should monitor not only the level of total health 
expenditure, but also its trend (growth rate) 

HOW TO CHANGE: 
Need to pay attention to Politics of HCF 
(continued) 

2) Vested interest: government ministries, medical 
profession, enrollees in different insurance plans, 
private insurance, pharmaceuticals, etc. 

3) Need healthy governance in HCF: dvic Qroups, policy 
making process, policy community, socal marketing 

-> PO//~ Leaming should take into account what works 
In w at circumstances 
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HOW TO CHANGE: 
Need to pay attention to Politics of HCF 

1) Political Will/Commitment is crudal In HCF reform 
(e.g., resource mobilization, coordination among 
ministries, extension of population coverage, 
protection for the poor, equity, etc.) 

-> Bismarck, Korea, Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand 

-> 3 Streams for the window of opportunity for policy 
change (Kingdon's model): problems, Policy 
solUtions, Politics 




